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Tufts Student Fund
falls short of its goal
by

Michael Del Moro
Daily Editorial Board

Meredith Klein/Tufts Daily

Crowds lined a barricade along Holland Street across from the Somerville Theatre yesterday, ahead of the band
U2’s performance at the longtime Davis Square establishment.

U2 performs in Davis Square
by

Dave Stern

Daily Editorial Board

Iconic rock band U2 surprised area residents last night
by performing a “secret” concert at the Somerville Theatre
in Davis Square after confirmations of the group’s visit
came at the 11th hour.
The show was the third stop
in a little-publicized preview
of the North American leg of
an upcoming tour, which will
start in September to promote
the band’s new album “No Line
on the Horizon.” Last night’s
show was the last of the “3
Nights Live” series, which also
saw the band make appearances at small venues in Los
Angeles and Chicago.
see U2, page 2

Meredith Klein/Tufts Daily

U2 concert attendees paused to be interviewed by a reporter from Fox 25
before entering the Somerville Theatre last night.

Tufts math professor wins
Sloan Research Fellowship
by

Toka Beech

Daily Staff Writer

Assistant Professor of
Mathematics Dan Margalit
won a Sloan Research
Fellowship, a high honor
for young researchers, the
Alfred P. Sloan Foundation
announced on Feb. 17.
Margalit is one of 118 fellows for 2009, all of whom are
university and college faculty members from the United
States and Canada conducting advanced research in
fields ranging from physics
to molecular biology. He was
the only Tufts faculty member selected.
Margalit received the fellowship for his research in
the mathematical field of
topology, which he described
as “studying symmetries.”
“In my research, I attempt
to understand the symmetries of the surface of something like a donut,” Margalit
said. “There are some obvious symmetries; you can
rotate the surface, or you
can flip it over. But there’s

a lot of hidden symmetries
as well, symmetries that you
don’t necessarily see right
off the bat.”
The fellowship, awarded
to candidates based on past
publications and research,
consists of a $50,000 grant
for a two-year period. The
award is typically given to
young researchers.
Margalit is the fifth Tufts
professor to be awarded the
fellowship and the first in
the mathematics category.
The fellowships have been
awarded since 1955.
Many Sloan Research
Fellows have gone on to win
other prestigious awards.
Thirty-eight have won the
Nobel Prize in their respective fields, and 14 others have
received the Fields Medal,
one of the top honors in
mathematics.
“The award is really for
them,” Erica Stella, a fellowship administrator at the
Sloan Foundation, told the
Daily. “Each year, they’re

The Tufts Student Fund
( TSF) campaign failed to
meet its goal of a 25 percent
participation rate, but managed to raise thousands of
dollars to be used for financial aid for a current student,
the office overseeing the fund
announced yesterday.
The fundraising program,
which began on Feb. 23 and
went until last Friday, elicited $7,606 from 1,065 student donors as of yesterday
afternoon. This amounts to
a 20 percent participation
rate, which will be matched
by a $20,000 gift from an
anonymous donor.
The total of $27,606 will go
next year toward a one-year
scholarship for one student.
Had the TSF reached its
goal, the donor would have
pledged $50,000. Originally,
$25,000 was promised to set
up a one-year scholarship;
on March 9, fund organizers
announced that the donor
would double the contribution to cover scholarships
for two students.
The TSF is an offshoot
of the Tufts Fund for Arts,
Sciences and Engineering,
which runs drives to secure
annual philanthropy from
alumni and extended community members. Nineteen
students from a crosssection of student groups
are running the fund with
administrative support from

the university.
The TSF was the first major
university fundraising campaign to specifically target
the entire student body.
Tufts Community Union
( TCU) Senator Jimmy Zuniga,
who developed the idea for a
student-targeted fundraising
program last semester, said
the results, though impressive, might have been different with more planning.

“In spite of the circumstances, we did
pretty well. I don’t
think we advertised
enough. I don’t think
there was enough
outreach...”
Jimmy Zuniga
freshman TCU senator
“I’m really happy with
those numbers,” Zuniga, a
freshman, said. “I think that
one reason why we didn’t
really get to achieve our goal
was because we started this
at sort of an awkward time
because people were really
busy with exams and other
things.”
Zuniga also said the twoweek time period over which
solicitations to the fund were
made might not have proved
see TSF, page 2

Pro-life feminist Serrin Foster pushes for
solutions to the many social causes of abortion
by

Gillian Javetski

Daily Editorial Board

Feminists for Life President
Serrin Foster spoke Tuesday
night in Cabot Auditorium
about the importance of bringing together pro-life and prochoice advocates to address
the root causes of abortion.
Throughout her presentation, which was sponsored by
Jumbos For Life, Foster encouraged feminists to shift their
attention away from securing
abortion rights, an effort that
she said can prove extremely
time-consuming. Instead, she
said, the energy should go
toward addressing the social
issues that create the need for
abortions.
“I’m not here to condemn
someone who has had an abortion, and I’m not here to criminalize women,” Foster said to
the 25-person crowd. “I’m here
because I believe that abortion
is a violence against women
which violates the basic tenets
of feminism.”

see FELLOWSHIP, page 2
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Feminists for Life President Serrin Foster spoke Tuesday night in Cabot
Auditorium about the root causes of abortion and its effect on women.
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Foster argues that roots of prolife movement are in feminism
FOSTER

continued from page 1

Foster called for feminists
to “get ahead of the misery” by
focusing on the reasons women
choose to have abortions.
“As feminists, we should be
looking at reasons that poor
women have [for having abortions] and why women are
being bullied to have abortions
by men,” she said.
“If women are having abortions, it means that we have
not met the needs of women,”
she added. “You don’t have a
choice unless you have the
resources.”
Foster argued that this lack
of resources is a reality for
college-aged women, who
account for half of all abortions. She urged Tufts students
to evaluate and increase the
amount of support available to
pregnant women on campus,
including creating a pregnancy resource center.
Foster used Georgetown
University as an example of a
school that has risen to this
challenge by revamping its
campus to make it more mother-friendly.
Along with providing a
toll-free pregnancy phone
line for students, Foster said,
Georgetown recently built an
on-campus child care center
and reserved several townhouses for student mothers.
Foster said that she first recognized her opposition toward
abortion while growing up in
the 1970s in Washington, D.C.
She talked about how living
across the street from a midwife who performed abortions
had an enormous impact on
her views today.
“I would see men drop off
young women who would go
into the building crying, be
inside screaming, and then
leave crying,” Foster said. She
added that, in the ’70s, the
effects of abortion on women
were often left unexamined.
Foster said that growing up,
she still felt out of place as a
feminist and a pro-life advocate. She admitted that it took
her a while to finally recognize that “not all feminists are
pro-choice.”
In her presentation, Foster
recounted the historical origins
of the pro-life argument, which
she said some of the world’s
most renowned feminists cre-

ated and adopted.
“If you look back at the movement’s history, which began a
couple of hundred years ago,
you can see that feminists like
Mary Wollstonecraft were some
of the first people to decry
[abortion] as a sexual exploitation,” she said.
Foster
explained
that
Wollstonecraft’s
argument
caught on with American
feminists in the late 19th and
early 20th centuries, including suffragettes like Elizabeth
Cady Stanton and Victoria
Woodhull.

“If women are having
abortions, it means
that we have not met
the needs of women.
You don’t have a choice
unless you have the
resources.”
Serrin Foster
president, Feminists for Life
“It is our country’s foremothers who argued that all
humans have rights by expanding notions of freedom and
responsibility that people
hadn’t thought about before,”
Foster said. “It was women like
Victoria Woodhull who said, ‘If
every woman is free, then she
will never wish to murder an
unborn child.’”
According to Foster, abortions were so popular during
this time that they were the
most common advertisement
in women’s magazines.
Feminists for Life member Jane Rohan told the Daily
that she hopes Tufts will take
Foster’s advice to increase
resources for Tufts mothers,
and Tufts Democrats President
Doug Helman agreed.
“Although I strongly disagree
with the mission statement of
Feminists for Life, I thought
Ms. Foster had a lot of positive
suggestions for dialogue and
activism on both sides of the
debate,” said Helman, a sophomore. “Pro-life and pro-choice
groups should work together
to increase the resources available to pregnant women to
decrease the number of unnecessary abortions.”

Math professor will continue
research in topology field
FELLOWSHIP

continued from page 1

required to send progress
reports on their research, but
it’s not for a specific project.
Instead, it’s for the promise of
what they are to accomplish in
the future.”
Margalit said his approach
to mathematics takes an interesting angle.
“A lot of what I study bridges
various areas of math that are
deeply connected,” he said.
“I’m lucky that I’m working in
an area that’s connected to a
lot of different ideas.”
Professor of Mathematics
Bruce
Boghosian,
who
chairs the Department of
Mathematics, agreed, explaining that Margalit must think
about the classification of
“knots and braids,” nonEuclidean geometries and
“configuration spaces.”
“Mathematicians feel the
kind of abstract things that
they look at have a certain

reality to them,” Boghosian
said. “When you can glimpse
that reality from two different
ways — when you can take two
subfields of mathematics and
apply those to a single subject
— well, there’s a beauty to it.”
Though Sloan Research
Fellows are not bound to continue their previous research,
Margalit plans to maintain
focus in the topology field. He
will primarily use the grant to
travel to different conferences
and universities.
“In math, I don’t need to
buy any lab equipment or get
any fruit flies,” he said. “You
use the money to travel and
talk to people.”
Margalit said he would like
to focus on collaborating with
other mathematicians.
“A lot of people have the
image of the obsessed mathematician working in his office,”
he said. “But ideas come from
talking to people and bouncing ideas off each other.”
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Secret concerts preview September tour
U2

continued from page 1

Rumors had swirled over
the past week that the band
would visit Somerville. Radio
stations became aware of the
concert and began giving out
tickets, and Somerville officials confirmed earlier this
week that U2 would be playing at the Davis Square theater.
Many local residents and
Tufts students were disappointed to discover that none
of the tickets at the 900-seat
venue were for sale. Access to
the concert, which was sponsored by Live Nation, was
limited to invitations by the
concert promoter or by radio
station promotions.
By the time the logistics
of the quickly planned concert unraveled, the number
of seats had dwindled to 750.
“We had to kill a bunch of
seats for film crews and stuff,”
Ian Judge, general manager of
the Somerville Theatre, told
the Daily.
The band performed a combination of new and old songs
and interacted with the audience during a question-andanswer session, according to
the radio station WBCN-FM
(104.1), which broadcast the
show live and distributed
tickets to listeners.

“Somerville rocks!
Why else?”
Joseph Curtatone
Somerville mayor

“They were funny, they
were off-the-cuff, they sounded like … you could have a
beer with them,” WBCN’s DJ
Juanita, who helped run the
radio broadcast of the show,
said on the air last night.
“I thought they sounded
amazing, even on the new
songs that you would think
that there’s so much production these days,” she later
told the Daily. “The new ones
just sounded amazing live.”
The band also played a surprise concert last Friday at
Fordham University’s Rose

Hill campus in the Bronx.
U2 is the biggest name to
hit the longtime Davis Square
establishment since Bruce
Springsteen played the venue
in 2003.

“They were funny, they
were off-the-cuff, they
sounded like … you
could have a beer with
them.”
DJ Juanita
WBCN
Somerville Mayor Joseph
Curtatone told reporters on
Tuesday at the Somerville
Theatre that he was excited
that the band chose the city,
which he said was a perfect
location for a group with
strong Boston roots.
“Somerville rocks! Why
else?” Curatone said.
Both Somerville Theatre
and the Somerville Police
Department were given little
notice for the event, which
required 50 police officers to
report for duty.
“The organizers have been
very gracious in terms of the
logistics and covering the
costs that the city is incurring
in hosting the event,” City of
Somerville spokesperson Tom
Champion said.
Somerville Police Captain
John O’Connor told the Daily
yesterday morning that he
did not know what kind of
turnout to expect. Initial
estimates received from the
police department for crowds
in Davis Square ranged
from 600 to 25,000 people,
O’Connor said.
“It is another indication
that Davis Square is becoming an increasingly attractive
venue for events,” Champion
said. “There is a lot of excitement in the city about this.”
At 9 a.m. yesterday, the
police shut down Dover
Street and Meacham Road.
Later in the evening, they
also blocked eastbound traffic on Holland Street in front
of the theater.
By the time the doors

opened at 8 p.m., onlookers had gathered in Davis to
catch a glimpse of the action.
Two separate lines snaked
down the sidewalk in front of
the theater, one for VIPs and
one for those who had won
their tickets through radio
promotions.
“I think it’ll be cool to see
U2 in such a small location
and not in a big stadium,” said
Jesse Russell, a Newburyport
resident who was attending
the concert with his family as what his mother called
“guests of the band.”
In order to avoid parking
problems, those who had
won tickets were bussed over
from the Museum of Science
in Boston. Police motorcycles
escorted the chartered buses
to the theater.
The
Somer ville
Fire
Department was also on the
scene. An anonymous fire
department official said that
measures were being taken to
prevent overcrowding in local
bars.

“I think it’ll be cool to
see U2 in such a small
location and not in a
big stadium.”
Jesse Russell
Newburyport resident

Local businesses also prepared for a huge influx in foot
traffic.
Cate Vitagliano, a supervisor at J.P. Licks, said yesterday
that all employees were going
to be on duty last night.
A chalkboard in the ice
cream shop that usually listed
the staff ’s favorite ice cream
picks instead displayed a list
of special flavors playing off
of the band’s song titles.
Among
the
concoctions were “Sundae Bloody
Sundae,” “Peanut Butter than
the Real Thing” and “The
Ground Beneath Her Sweet
Cream.”
Meredith Klein, Leslie
Ogden and Ben Gittleson
contributed reporting to this
article.

Tufts Student Fund reaches 20-percent
participation, falling slightly short of its goal
TSF

continued from page 1

long enough to foster enough
student involvement.
“In spite of the circumstances, we did pretty well,”
he said. “I don’t think we
advertised enough. I don’t
think there was enough outreach, and because there
wasn’t really much outreach
and good discussion, I think
it’s amazing we actually got
20 percent.”
When Zuniga originally
thought about creating a
student-targeted fundraiser,
he gave up on it because of
logistical difficulties such as
how to go about collecting
money from students.
Since then, the administration took up the idea and
facilitated the collection of
money from students.
The TSF was advertised
extensively in the Daily and
provoked a debate over the
establishment of the fund.
One op-ed piece accused the
Senate of harboring “white
guilt” in their creation of the
fund.
“During my three years at

Tufts, I have never seen such
passionate discussion about
philanthropy among the

“I’m really happy
with those numbers ... I think that
one reason why we
didn’t really get to
achieve our goal
was because we
started this at sort
of an awkward time
because people were
really busy with
exams and other
things.”
Jimmy Zuniga
freshman TCU senator

student body,” Caryn Karo,
the assistant director of the
Tufts Fund for Arts, Sciences

and Engineering, said in an
e-mail. “Tufts students are
skilled at asking important
questions and engaging one
another in significant conversation, and they demonstrated this once again
in response to the Student
Fund.”
The final tally may change
slightly as donations made
over the weekend are still tallied, but the new donations
will probably not change the
participation
percentage,
according to Karo.
“Students are welcome to
continue giving if they wish,
and their contributions will
be counted in our final numbers,” she said.
According to TCU President
Duncan Pickard, the 25-percent goal was set arbitrarily
without really knowing what
the student response would
be.
“I think getting over 1,000
students to contribute to
something like this is really
wonderful and successful,”
said Pickard, a junior.
Ben Gittleson contributed
reporting to this article.
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The high prices of joining a fraternity or sorority at Tufts may cause strife for students who cannot afford to pay their dues.

Despite the high costs of becoming Greek,
students rush and chapters accommodate
by

Meghan Pesch

Senior Staff Writer

As Tufts plans to become need-blind in its
admissions process and the university consistently strives to prevent financial divides
from segregating students on campus during
a daunting economic time, some due-collecting organizations — like fraternities and
sororities — may have reason to be worried
about the number of new members interested in joining.
Greek dues can be costly, ranging anywhere from $225 to over $600 per semester at
Tufts. Greek leaders, however, report that the
financial aspect of pledging should be the last
thing that prospective members consider.
Sophomore John Atsalis, president of the
Zeta Beta Tau (ZBT) chapter at Tufts, said
that for some, the cost of dues can seem like
a intimidating figure and that the concern is
warranted.
“There is definitely something about
whether you can afford it,” he said. “But
there are a lot of guys who are on financial

aid and have work study jobs, and they’re in
a fraternity.”
Once the new member period begins,
Atsalis said that no matter what the financial
situation is of the member, something can
always be worked out.
“We collect our dues ourselves,” Atsalis
said. “It’s been a house tradition that the
treasurer works out the payment plan with
everybody. For us, if you have some financial
reason why you can’t pay, you can pay in
monthly installments or something; you just
need to talk to the treasurer.”
Prospective members can also look to get
aid from the national Greek organizations.
Sophomore Alisa Brennan, president of the
Chi Omega sorority chapter at Tufts, said
that there are many options at the national
level of the sorority for sisters to receive
financial help.
“If someone is not able to afford dues or has
concerns with paying dues, we have promissory notes that allow new members and sisters to create a payment plan,” Brennan said
in an e-mail. “There also exist scholarships at

the national level that girls can apply for — for
tuition at the college or university — to lighten
or displace their costs.”
“Dues are definitely something girls take
into consideration when deciding to go
through recruitment and becoming a sister,”
she continued. “Girls think about whether
the cost is worth what they will get out of
joining a sorority.”
But Brennan believes that that the high
costs of dues are often outweighed by the
positive advantages of joining a fraternity
or sorority.
Many Greek members as well as some
non-members on campus agree. Dave Bader,
a junior and a member of Sigma Phi Epsilon
(Sig Ep), said that the money he contributes
in dues allows him to spend quality time with
his brothers.
“All the money that I put into the house
comes back to me in the form of events tailored toward bonding with and having fun
with my fellow brothers,” he said. “These
see GREEK COSTS, page 4

Some students at Tufts try to lighten future course loads
by cramming intensive studies into their summer plans
by

William C. Winter and William K.
Winter
Daily Staff Writers

When many exhausted and overworked
students think of the summer, they think
of home-cooked meals, lazy afternoons
with friends and a long-needed break from
Boston’s bone-chilling weather. But some
industrious students are trading tanning
lotion for textbooks, opting to participate in
summer sessions both at Tufts and at other
universities.
According to Sean Recroft, manager
of summer sessions at Tufts, as many as
2,220 students are expected to take courses
this summer, a number that appears to be
increasing. “Enrollment has increased, but
it’s still too early to predict what will happen
this summer,” Recroft said. Approximately
two-thirds of the students participating are
Tufts students.
Tufts’ summer program is composed of
two six-week sessions. While a majority of
courses terminate at the end of each session,
Annie Wermiel/Tufts Daily

An estimated 2,220 students will attend classes at Tufts during this year’s summer session.

see SUMMER CLASSES, page 4

ith spring break so tantalizingly close, you’re probably
itching to embark on a week
full of beach and booze with
your buddies. If you’re single and sick of
wading through the hookup cesspool at
Tufts, this break could be your chance to
have a little fun in the sun with someone
new. A spring fling might be all you need
to get your mojo back. All it takes is a little
flirting and persistence.
You don’t need to be a Casanova to get
some on spring break; other people who
are visiting your dream destination probably have the same intentions. Getting
started is the easy part. You know the
drill: You’re out with your fellow Jumbos
and you start chatting up a gorgeous
guy or girl. You have crazy chemistry
right away and realize that you will both
be around for a few days. You eventually share some hot and heavy kisses, and
maybe the night stops there. Or maybe
you both head back to your place and the
fun lasts all night long.
If all goes well, the morning after might
be an opportunity to procure a steady
week of action and romance. After the
initial hookup, don’t leave the rest up to
chance. Exchange numbers and let them
know you want to see them again that day
or the next. Make plans to meet at a central location or at “your spot” (i.e., where
you met). With only a week in paradise,
you have to make every moment count.
Rendezvous often and remember that
anything goes. What happens in Cancun
stays in Cancun. This break is your time
to have experiences you’ve been dreaming of, whether you want to take a long,
romantic walk on the beach or have
steamy sex on it.
For those of you traveling outside the
U.S., you might encounter a sexy someone who can barely order a drink in
English. Don’t let that discourage you
from trying your luck. Body language and
hand gestures go farther than you think,
and I’ve heard that the best way to learn
a language is in the bedroom. You don’t
need to understand every word of their
exotic accent and language to get the
main message: They want you. If you’re
bold enough to attempt commands in
their tongue during sex, think through
the grammar ahead of time. You wouldn’t
want your foreign lover to say something
like “I want spank me” while in the act.
Give them the same courtesy.
Even though spring break is unbearably short, it’s easy to get carried away
with your idyllic vacation spot and your
new sweetheart. Most flings are intensely
passionate from the very beginning, and
you might wonder why you can’t recreate
that same experience back home. You
might want to turn your fling into a relationship, and for a lucky few, it’s possible.
Just be prepared when you transition
back to real life; the schedule of a stressed
Tufts student doesn’t always have room
for carefree sex and romance all day,
every day.
For most people, it’s better to say goodbye and take the experience for what it is:
a perfect memory. Send your fling a nice
email along the lines of “It was a pleasure
to meet you,” exchange some photos, and
leave it at that. Any attachment you have
may fade even more quickly than your
tan. But for those who have a harder time
letting go, it’s OK to think warm thoughts
about your fling from time to time when
you return to campus.
This spring break, add some extra pleasure and fun to your itinerary. With the
slightest bit of effort, you could turn a
one-night thing into a full-fledged fling.
Mina Ratkalkar is a senior majoring in
clinical psychology. She can be reached at
Mina.Ratkalkar@tufts.edu.
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Cost of Greek life can be a deterrent
GREEK COSTS

continued from page 3

“These activities are opportunities
for members of our brotherhood,
who are active in various facets
of the Tufts community, to come
together in a way that is both fun
and enriching.”
Senior Christina Kelly, who never
found that the timing was right for
her to rush, said that she never associated the financial obligations of
Greek life with rushing; instead, it
was more about the desire to be a
part of that organization.
“[Cost] isn’t really something I
think of,” Kelly said. “When I think
of joining Greek life, the first thing
that comes to mind is joining the
actual group, and [the cost] is kind
of a secondary thing, once you’re
serious about doing it.”
But finances may be a concern for some students. A recent
study conducted at Princeton by
its Committee on Background and
Opportunity reported that 44 percent of lower-middle-class students
felt out of place in a fraternity or
sorority, whereas only 16 percent of
upper-class students reported feeling out of place.
And despite the fact that Greek
organizations are eager to attract
members by their willingness to work
with each student’s financial situation,
some students still find it difficult to

make college-long financial commitments. Jimmy Voorhis, a freshman
who stopped pledging Sig Ep shortly
after rushing due to financial reasons,
said that apart from the outcome, his
experience was a positive one.
“All the brothers were really generous,” Voorhis said. “I basically
couldn’t afford it anymore and so I
talked to the finance representative
in the house and they would have
been willing to consider some kind
of deal, but in looking to the future,
it didn’t seem feasible. In the end,
there were really no bad things that
came out of this.”
Voorhis also said that for students
who really want to, the ability to
make ends meet is within reach.
“It is definitely accessible for most
people. It’s not so far out there that
you can’t afford it on a summer salary or with a work study,” he said.
Atsalis agreed, saying that dues
should be the last things affecting a
student’s decision to join Greek life,
and that ZBT does its best to work
something out with the new members, thus minimizing the problems
it has had with dropouts.
“We haven’t had a problem with
[de-pledging because of costs],”
he said. “It’s something that we
work with you on. Financial reasons should not be the reason that
you leave this fraternity or that you
would not even join.”

Eating Disorder Treatment
Treatment of Adults
Suffering from Anorexia and
Bulimia Nervosa
For the most effective treatment and highest staff-to-client ratio in New
England, informed clinicians refer their clients to Laurel Hill Inn. We
provide extensive programming in a highly structured and supervised
non-institutional therapeutic setting. Evening, day, residential, and aftercare
programs in West Medford and West Somerville. Call Linda at
781 396-1116 or visit our web site at www.laurelhillinn.com.
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Some Tufts students opt to stay on campus
and spend the summer months studying
SUMMER CLASSES
continued from page 3

a few courses, such as Introduction
to Computer Science, span both.
Most classes meet more frequently
than during a fall or spring semester and often last for more than two
hours at a time. Courses that place
heavy emphasis on class participation, such as Elementary Chinese,
may meet up to five times a week.
Students remain on the Hill
during summer sessions for
various reasons. Several factors
prompted junior Joanna Drinane
to take Seminar in Clinical
Psychology over the summer. “I
wanted to live here, and I don’t
think I could take [the course]
anywhere else,” she said.
Junior Jeffrey Kimm also had his
reasons for taking courses during
summer sessions. “[Summer sessions] made the rest of my years
more flexible,” he said.
From a financial perspective,
summer sessions at Tufts can be a
more affordable way to make progress toward a degree. Compared to
the uniform tuitions that students
must pay during fall and spring
semesters, charges for summer
sessions are based on the number
of credits taken, which is about
$1,750 per credit. Based on the
model of a typical Tufts student
taking four credits a semester, the
cost of a credit during the academic year is almost three times higher
than a credit earned during summer sessions.
But some students believe
that the better value comes at
the expense of quality. Udoaku
Onyeador, a senior who took
summer classes last year, thinks
students who attend summer sessions at Tufts have fewer academic
and social resources available to
them. “The tutoring services are

offered, but they’re not as advertised [as during the academic
year],” she said.
Adam Wright, a graduate student who took a physics class at
Tufts over the summer, thinks
the course was rushed and
should have been taught by a
professor, not a teaching assistant. “[I] didn’t think [the summer course] was as high-quality
as when [physics] is taught by a
professor,” he said.

“I’d say most people
[taking summer
courses] are interested
in classes you can’t
take over the year. I
think a lot of people
take [courses] here
to have an easier
course load over
the semester.”
Leo Ashu
sophomore

Others feel that professors are
able to offer more individual attention during summer sessions.
Junior Swapna Maruri, a sociology
major, enjoyed the smaller class
sizes. Maruri took a class in nutrition at Tufts last summer to fulfill
one of her requirements. “I thought
the professor was really great and
it was really interesting,” she said.
“Because there were fewer students, it felt really personal.”
But not all students are able to
spend their summers in academia.

TAKE YOUR PROFESSOR TO LUNCH DURING
MAJORS WEEK

MARCH 9—16 2009

Ask your favorite or soon to be favorite teacher to lunch at Carmichael or Dewick-MacPhie Halls
and SPIRIT will foot the bill. More information will be provided in an email to all undergraduates.

MAJORS WEEK OPEN HOUSES
Friday, March 6, 2009
BIOLOGY
3-4PM
Front Lobby of Barnum (outside
Barnum 104)
The Biology Department will hold
an informal information session
discussing Biology, Biopsychology
and Biochemistry majors. Biology
faculty will be on hand to answer
questions from prospective majors.
Refreshments will be served!
Monday, March 9, 2009
AMERICAN STUDIES
12-1:30PM
Eaton 202
Faculty and current majors will be at
this information session. Pizza will
be served!
CENTER FOR
INTERDISCIPLINARY
STUDIES
Joint Open House
12 - 1:20 PM
Eaton 102
Africa in the New World
Communications & Media Studies
EX-College
International Relations
Latin American Studies
Latino Studies
Leadership Studies
Middle Eastern Studies
Peace & Justice Studies
Women’s Studies

WOMEN'S STUDIES
12-1:20pm
Eaton 203
All students are cordially invited to
stop by. Refreshments will be
provided! For more info please
contact WomensStudies@tufts.edu
or call 7-2955.
Political Science
11:50 -1:20 pm
Eaton Hall 206
Professors, Political Science
Majors,and staff will be on hand to
help answer your questions
A Buffet Luncheon Will Be Served
Tuesday March 10, 2009
ANTHROPOLOGY
1200PM
126 Curtis Street
MATHEMATICS
4:30 pm
Bromfield-Pearson Conference
Room
Come to the Majors week reception
and talk with department members
and mathematics students. Get the
math department's Course
Information Booklet for fall 2009
and enjoy some delicious Chinese
dumplings! All are welcome!
Wednesday, March 11, 2009
RELIGION
12:00 PM
126 Curtis Street

CHEMISTRY
12PM – 1PM (Open Block)
Pearson Chemistry Building, Room
P112
There will be an informational
session for the following majors:
Chemistry ACS-Certified,
Chemistry, Biochemistry, and
Chemical Physics.
GEOLOGY
5:30 - 7 PM
Room 11, Lane Hall
Do you enjoy science? Check out
Geology as a major – it is a field that
blends and applies parts of all the
sciences. Come to the Open House
sponsored by the Department of
Geology. Pizza, cookies, and soft
drinks provided. Faculty and geology
students will be available to give you
information about our programs.
Check out the displays and hands-on
activities that introduce what
geology is all about – bring a rock
you can cut open on the rock saws,
or we will provide a geode for you!
GERMAN
12 – 2:30PM
German House, 21 Whitfield Road
Join us for free food and drinks!
Watch movie clips and listen to
music. Talk to Faculty and students
and meet UTE Link, Resident
Director of Tufts in Tübingen.
HISTORY
12PM – 1:20PM (Open Block)
East Hall Lounge
All students are welcome to meet the
faculty and learn more about
becoming a History major. Lunch
will be served!

Lydia Hochheimer, a sophomore
majoring in Middle Eastern studies, wishes she could spend her
summer earning some extra cash,
but that likely won’t happen. “I
have to work at home during the
summer, so I can’t really stay in
Boston,” she said.
For those students who still want
to spend a rent-free summer at
home, another option is to attend
summer classes at a nearby public
university. While courses taken at
state universities can be significantly less expensive than those taken
at Tufts, transferring credits can be
quite difficult. In particular, students
who take courses at universities that
operate on a trimester or quarter
system are often faced with substantial problems when they try to
obtain Tufts credits for their work.
Sophomore Leo Ashu is planning to take physics classes at Tufts
this summer. Like many other
Jumbos interested in applying to
medical or dental schools, Ashu
is taking classes over the summer
so that he doesn’t have to take two
lab-based science courses in the
same semester.
“It’s hard to take two science
classes at the same time, so I plan
to take Physics 1 and 2,” he said.
He believes that other students
joining him may be interested
in getting ahead. “I’d say most
people [taking summer courses]
are interested in classes you can’t
take over the year … I think a lot
of people take [courses] here to
have an easier course load over
the semester.”
Similarly, Hochheimer sees why
other students would spend their
summers at Tufts. “I think [summer sessions] are good for people
who are double majoring or taking
something they can’t take during
the academic year,” she said.
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MFA’s ‘Rivals in Renaissance Venice’ explores the 16th century’s greatest artistic competition
Images courtesy Museum of Fine Arts boston/Design by ally gimbel

by

Adam Kulewicz

Daily Editorial Board

Rivalries are evident in many parts
of life. Businesses constantly vie with
one another to increase sales, sports
teams compete for championships, and
politicians contend with one another
for office. Competition is also present in
the art world, and the Museum of Fine
Arts, Boston (MFA)’s new exhibition,
“Titian, Tintoretto, Veronese: Rivals in
Renaissance Venice,” which runs from
March 15 through Aug. 16 in the Gund
Gallery, very effectively examines the
way that rivalry and competition shaped
Venetian painting.
Renaissance Venice
In the 16th century, Venice was one
of the world’s wealthiest and most
influential cities. Palaces were decorated with large amounts of artwork, as
were churches, governmental institutions, guilds and confraternities. The
popularity of fine art led to a cultural
flowering in Venice during which some
of the world’s most famous artwork
was produced.
Venice’s paintings, which can be
considered a direct reflection of the
lavishness of 16th-century Venetians
themselves, are the focus of the MFA’s
new exhibition. Painting in this time
period included depictions of beautiful
figures dressed in sumptuous fabrics
and surrounded by grand architecture.
This over-the-top style was completely
acceptable and, in many ways, expected. Arguably the three most important
painters in that century were Titian,
Tintoretto and Veronese.
Titian, Tintoretto and Veronese
Titian (1488-1576) assembled, over
the course of his long career, a patron
list that included popes, kings and
nobility. As the gallery’s wall text suggests, his paintings are characterized
by “vivid representations of textures.”
Titian became immensely important
within his lifetime, and generations
of artists were influenced by his work,
including two painters with whom
he would compete directly: Tintoretto
and Veronese.
Tintoretto (1518-1594) purportedly
trained for a brief period with Titian,
but was, according to the gallery’s wall
text, kicked out of his workshop because
Titian feared that he would be outdone
by the young, ambitious Tintoretto. Not
surprisingly, much of Tintoretto’s work
resembles that of Titian.
Veronese (1528-1588) arrived on the
scene somewhat later than Tintoretto.
His paintings are characterized by
brightness and elegance. As the gallery’s
wall text suggests, “Titian welcomed this
new arrival, treating Veronese as a protégé and even using him as a pawn to

thwart Tintoretto.” Thus, a rivalry that
would develop into a fierce competition
over the decades was established.
Of Venice, Boston and Paris
According to Frederick Ilchman, the
Mrs. Russell W. Baker Assistant curator of
paintings, art of Europe at the MFA, and
Boston curator for “Titian, Tintoretto,
Veronese: Rivals in Renaissance Venice,”
this exhibition came about as a way
“to rethink the old master exhibition.”
Instead of focusing on a single artist or
a large group of artists, Ilchman said
that the MFA “settled upon this idea of
showing the big three: Titian, Tintoretto
and Veronese.”
“What we’re trying to do in this
exhibition is recreate what must have
been very exciting conversations about
art, debates about art, and although
there are lots of eloquent texts from
the period … by far the most eloquent
documents of the rivalry of these three
painters are the paintings themselves,”
Ilchman said.
Pulling from the collections of some
of the world’s most famous museums, Ilchman said that this exhibition
brings “together … paintings that have
not been together in many cases for
centuries.” He said that, in the exhibition, viewers will “be looking at these
painters and the way that they tried
to out-do each other [and] critique
each other.” The show is comprised
of 56 paintings and will travel, after
it closes at the MFA in August, to the
Louvre Museum in Paris, which also
contributed several important paintings to the show.
The Grand Canal brought to the
Fenway
The exhibition begins with a map
of Venice, showing the locations of
some of each artist’s most significant
commissions and each of their homes.
“These three artists couldn’t go down a
canal in a gondola or walk around the
block without going past ... a monument or a great painting by one of their
rivals, and that’s the really important
thing in this,” Ilchman said. “[They]
were always conscious of what the
other ones were doing.”
The two paintings visible from the
entrance to the exhibition are the first
in a series of comparisons around
which much of the show is based.
Titian’s “Virgin and Child with Saints
and Donor” (1513-14) is hung immediately next to his teacher’s (Giovanni
Bellini’s) “Virgin and Child with Saints”
(1505-08). While the subject matter
depicted in both paintings is relatively
similar, Titian’s work shows considerable innovation in the material on
which it was based.
As Mr. Ilchman noted, “[The] subtheme of this show is the triumph of

the oil on canvas painting which, really
begins in Venice in the early 16th century.” This method is important because,
as he added, “Canvas has a textured surface. Artists could exploit that and bring
out new effects of flesh and, particularly,
cloth.” Titian would eventually become
renowned for his ability to make full use
of the canvas in this way.
The Church and a tablecloth
The second room of the exhibition,
entitled “Sacred Themes,” was designed,
as Mr. Ilchman noted, to be reminiscent
of a church. As many of Venice’s most
famous works of art were in its churches,
it is apt that some of the exhibition’s most
compelling paintings are in this room.
One of the highlights is Tintoretto’s
“Saint George, Saint Louis, and the
Princess” (1552), a tall painting depicting
a dragon, several saints and a princess
perhaps “riding the dragon in a ... suggestive way,” according to Ilchoman.
“At one time, this was contemporary
art,” Ilchman said. “It wasn’t originally old master. And art was challenging,
threatening, experimental … What this
exhibition’s trying to do is really bring
back some of that excitement, when this
was cutting edge.”
Also in the second room is Titian’s
“Supper at Emmaus” (1533-34), which is
an important work in the show because
it introduces larger themes of Venetian
painting. As Jean Habert, conservateur
général of the Department of Paintings at
the Louvre Museum, who will curate the
exhibition when it goes to Paris, said, the
painting is “very Venetian by its…atmospheric surroundings.”
Ilchman pointed out several vertical
bands in the painting that suggest that
Titian re-worked parts of the canvas.
“This idea of improvisation is really central to Venetian painting,” Ilchman said.
He also commented on the tablecloth,
which, surprisingly, is the most enthralling aspect of the painting. It is intricately
rendered down to the very weave of the
fabric. This great care for detail became
so celebrated that, as Habert said, “in the
17th century, the painting was called ‘The
Tablecloth.’”
A new discovery
Following the “Sacred Themes” space
is a smaller room through which all visitors must pass to get to the second half
of the exhibition. It displays Tintoretto’s
“Nativity” (late 1550s, reworked 1570s)
along with an x-ray image of the canvas.
In the process of preparing this painting for the exhibition, conservationists
discovered that it is actually several different paintings reworked to create the
nativity scene visible today.
“I think sometimes, when you see a
beautiful painting displayed in a major
museum in a gorgeous frame, it’s like it
sprung, fully conceived, from the artist’s

brush,” said Rhona MacBeth, the Eyk
and Rose-Marie van Otterloo conservator of paintings and head of paintings
conservation, who was closely involved
in the painting’s conservation. “And, in
fact, there’s usually … a decision making
process that the artist makes and there
are internal pressures and external pressures that go into the final resolution of
any given work of art.”
The sensual and the sublime
The most sensual works of the entire
show are displayed in the next room,
entitled “Mythology and the Female
Nude.” As Ilchman noted, “Titian loved
painting beautiful women.” Clearly his
competitors enjoyed doing the same.
Veronese’s “Susannah and the
Elders” (about 1555-1556) portrays
a nude woman, fabric gently draped
around her leg, unaware of the two
men watching her, observing herself
in a mirror. The colors and the style
are typical of Tintoretto and make for a
good comparison with the two neighboring paintings.
Next to “Susannah” is Titian’s “Venus
with a Mirror” (about 1555), which portrays a nude female in a similar way. She is
largely unclothed, and the luxurious fabrics upon which she sits and with which
she drapes herself are deeply sensual. As
with “Susannah,” a mirror in the painting
gives viewers a different angle. This can
be interpreted as Titian’s attempt to compete with sculpture by showing the figure
from another perspective.
Finally, Veronese’s “Venus with a Mirror
(Venus at Her Toilette)” (mid 1580s)
depicts largely the same subject matter as Tintoretto and Titians’ paintings.
Veronese, however, takes it a step further
by showing all of Venus’s back, positioning
her arm so that it reaches behind her body
and including an even larger depiction of
the seated figure from another side. These
artistic decisions were made to suggest
perhaps to an even greater degree that
painting could compete with sculpture.
A Renaissance competition of millennial importance
The last two rooms of the exhibition
explore portraiture by all three artists as
well as their later styles. The final piece
in the show is Tintoretto’s “Self-portrait”
(about 1588). Because Tintoretto outlived Titian and Veronese, Ilchman proffered an interpretation of the painting:
“Tintoretto looked around and realized
that he was the last man standing, that
the great rivalry that had so spurred his
art had now come to an end.”
While the famed competition between
Titian, Tintoretto and Veronese faded
with the death of each painter, it is a
part of the Renaissance that has influenced countless artists. And, as this outstanding exhibition shows, it is a theme
that is still relevant in the present day.
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Weekender Interview | Zack Snyder

Director of ‘Watchmen’ talks about the challenges of
adapting a famous graphic novel into a major motion picture
by

Nicholas Ashby

Contributing Writer

Long spoken of as the unfilmable
graphic novel, Alan Moore and
Dave Gibbons’ comic masterpiece
“Watchmen” (2009) was recently
brought to theaters by Zack Snyder,
director of the imaginative and successful “300” (2006). Known for his
reverence of the superhero genre,
Snyder walks a thin line between
pleasing the legions of fanboys and
girls who hold the source material
sacred and creating a marketable, successful feature. To bring the novel
to life, Snyder took some cues from
the online community. For instance,
he directed his casting crew to consider forums on the Internet Movie
Database that threw around suggestions for which up-and-coming actors
would be suitable for different roles in
the film. Recently, the Daily sat down
with Snyder to discuss his interest in
the “Watchmen,” the events that led
to the creation of the film, the reasons
behind the changes that he made and
his hopes for its reception.
Question: How did you go about getting
the film?
Zack Snyder: The studio actually called
me. I was doing post on “300,” and I got
a call, and they had a script for a comic
book they bought called “Watchmen,”
and I don’t think they actually knew
much about it. But they thought, “Oh,
Zack loves comic books, so he’ll love
this.” But it was strange because I don’t
think they realized, you know, how crazy
it was.
Q: Do you think there’s anything specifically political you want to say with
“Watchmen?”
ZS: I think the thing that’s interesting
with “Watchmen” is … it does talk about
superhero politics, and they’re similar in the sense that … what we learn
from the graphic novel and hopefully
from the movie is that the morality of
policing your neighbors or the morality of being a vigilante with superheroes is a slippery slope. The movie sort
of asks: Who polices the police? Who
watches the watchers? Who governs the
government? Or, who gods God, you
know? Those are, to me, the questions
of “Watchmen,” and I think they are
political. I think it also takes on ...
American popular culture and sort of
looks at America generally. You know,
Alan Moore is English, and he’s sort of
looking at America generally through

collider.com

Zach Snyder films an artistic shot of the back of his neck on the set of ‘300.’
distance and time, and it’s interesting
how the more things change, the more
they stay the same.
Q: Can you talk about Alan Moore at all?
ZS: Yeah, I can talk about him. I’m a
giant fan of Alan Moore’s. When I came
on to the project ... the first question I
asked was “Okay, when do we get to go
talk to Alan Moore?” and I was greeted
with the reply, “Umm, we don’t get to
talk to Alan Moore. Alan Moore has
famously divorced himself from our
motion picture and, yeah, you don’t
get to talk to him.” That bummed me
out because I thought that was how
... it seemed to me would be the easy
way to do the movie. Since then, I’ve
just had to flounder through my own
experiences. In some ways, maybe
it’s a truer experience for the viewer.
What I think was I tried to make the
movie based on the experiences from
when I first read the graphic novel

back in ‘88. I’m a huge fan of Alan’s,
and he’s asked that I try not to make
any assumptions about what he thinks
and not to contact him, so that’s what
I plan to do.
Q: In what ways did Dave Gibbons, artist of the comic, influence the direction
of the film?
ZS: Someone asked me “Did he help
you make the movie?” and I mean,
he wasn’t there on a day-to-day basis
helping, but he did do … thousands of
drawings that helped me, so in a lot of
ways, Dave is the visual author of the
movie. If you think about the movie
like a normal book, Dave becomes
the imagination, in some ways, of the
reader. I think that that’s an amazing
gift that he gave the movie because the
movie is not only the texture of what
Alan wrote, but it’s also the mood that
the drawings of Dave Gibbons did that
I tried to get into the movie.

Q: How did you approach keeping the
things that you did in the movie and
changing what you did?
A: I guess the way I approached that was
that there were certain sorts of things
that I really wanted to get at ... especially
the Comedian, the Comedian’s funeral,
Manhattan on Mars, Rorschach’s interrogation and then the final conflict —
what we like to call “Mount Olympus,”
or the discussion of nature’s plan. These
are the big things that I tried to get at.
Changes went to pulling up the story to
get at those things. We’ve also changed
the end, changed the device employed.
The reason we did it was that we really
didn’t want to spend that time to explain
[the end] because we would have to lose
a lot of character. And also, I think, the
concept that Adrian [Veidt, the world’s
smartest man] finds the thing we blame,
the thing that we have to divorce from
our lives, that being God. I just found
that elegant and interesting.

Top Ten | Artistic spring break activities
Unless you’ve been living under a rock
(or in the bowels of Tisch Library),
you’re probably thinking about the
fact that spring break begins in a little
over 24 hours. We know the drill of the
traditional spring break trip: tropical climates, excessive beverage consumption
and other irresponsible activities. We at
the Daily Arts Department would like to
suggest ten ways to put an artistic spin
on your break.
10. Sand castles: Instead of building
the standard-issue sand castle with
towers in the shape of an overturned
bucket, try something more creative.
Maybe model your sand abode after
the hotel you’re staying in, or throw in
a Corinthian column or two ... or not.
9. Creative bar fighting: You may
find yourself belligerently shwasted in
a bar over spring break, and you might
be feeling a bit emasculated from the
eight fruity tropical drinks it took to
get you there. What better way to
reassert your inner angry drunkard
than provoking a fight with that sleazy
UMich bro at the bar next to you?
To get started, we suggest breaking
his Corona over his head. Remember,

violence can be art too. Just look at
Hollywood.
8. Tan lines: Instead of discovering
this unhappy surprise when you return
to the frigid North, plan ahead and
be innovative. You could try making
shapes out of your tan lines by placing
cutout stars or squares on your body as
you worship the sun, you could go for
a faded look by adjusting your suit at
regularly timed intervals, or you could
avoid tan lines altogether… The possibilities are endless.
7. Creative drink mixing: If it’s in your
kitchen it can go in a drink. Diet vanillacherry Dr. Pepper? Maple Syrup? Pickle
Juice? Yogurt? Guacamole? Graham
cracker schnapps? Throw ‘em in a
blender and whip up a batch of these
crimes against God! Be careful, however, because with creative drink mixing
comes...
6. Colorful puking: After you drink
your diet vanilla-cherry Dr. Peppermaple-pickle-yogurt-guacamole-gram
cracker-schnapps abomination, you
will, without fail, hurl. You will ralph
like there’s no tomorrow. Abraham

Lincoln once said, “Whatever you are,
be a good one,” so if you’re gonna be
a puker, be the best, the myriad colors
and textures mixing in your stomach
from your creative drinks can be utilized for art’s sake. Think: Jackson
Pollock. Spray it on the walls, you
beautiful people. Spray it on the walls
and on the floor and on any canvases
you might have lying around. That’ll be
worth something one day. Promise.

3. Exploring bathing suit fashions:
While it may seem unique to hit the
beach in your grandmother’s one-piece
or a barely there bikini more suited for
the strip club, it’s not very nice to see
in a public place. Spring break, however, is one of the few occasions on
which it’s acceptable to bust out a seethrough, handkerchief-size excuse for
a two-piece or that Speedo you know
you’ve always wanted to wear.

5. Reading bad novels: You know
that romance novel that’s been sitting
on your shelf for about a year? Now’s
the time to bust that bad boy out.
There’s only so much you can do on the
beach, and reading a crappy novel is a
sure fire way to look like you’re doing
something, but not really do anything
at all.

2. Photography: (read in the voice of
the Powerthirst narrator) Hey! Do you
want your spring break to be so memorable? Try taking pictures! You’ll take
pictures, so many pictures! Pictures
running, pictures jumping, pictures of
sand, pictures of beer, pictures of sluts,
pictures of puking. You’ll take over 400
pictures and then upload them all to
the internet!

4. Creative pick-up lines: Really artsy
kids can get all metaphorical and maybe
make a high-literary pun when chasin’
skirt. Clearly, that’s not expected from
every drunken frat boy or frat mattress
on the beach, but at least try something a little more creative than the
“fall from heaven” line.

1. Watching TV: Because we know
that’s what you’ll really be doing, but
maybe pause for a few seconds as
you’re flipping through HGTV.
—compiled by the Daily Arts
Department
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Movie Review

Film ‘Watchmen’ is almost unwatchable
by

Mikey Goralnik | Paint the Town
Brown

3.07.2009,
Sound Tribe
Sector 9

Mitchell Geller

Daily Editorial Board

Alan Moore has famously said that
“Watchmen,” his 1986 Hugo Awardwinning graphic novel, is unfilmable. For

W

Watchmen

to have experimented a lot with jobs,
men and living situations over the
years, moving around sporadically.
Zahn, who acted in “6 Characters
in Search of an Author” and in “The
Vagina Monologues” last year, takes
on Ruth’s role confidently, prodding
and provoking Austin in order to jolt
his memory of how they met.
When the other guests arrive at the
dinner party, the humorous scenes
begin. These comedic guests incessantly interrupt the conversation and
temporarily halt development of more
serious issues. It is their unique and
almost ludicrous identities that make
their intervention so hilarious. Their
idle conversation topics and body
language only add to the humor.
These comedic interludes, featuring as many as nine different characters, break up the main scenes that
primarily feature Ruth and Austin.

hen I first saw STS9, I was
16 and they were a thoughtprovoking, ludicrously skilled,
highly energetic band with a
small but committed following of warm,
interesting people. Its music dipped and
swelled, generating tension and then
releasing it in a haze of live drum and bass
— organic electronica. With its rhythmically enveloping music, it has something
that I don’t think anyone else has, or can
really match. It’s pointless to try to describe
what my first several shows were like, and
I’ll probably never have the vocabulary or
syntax to convey what that music and community meant to me. Just know that they
were important.
Thankfully, I’ve changed a lot since I was
16. I’m not saying I wasn’t the man in 10th
grade — I totally was — I’ve just gotten a lot
of cool clothes since then that I can’t imagine living without now. Predictably, my life is
a lot different now than it was then, and I’m
confident that I am a deeper, generally better person than I was at my first STS9 show.
I can’t say that about the band. Since I
first saw them almost five and a half years
ago, the quintet and its music have evolved
from probingly intense, organic electronica
to a kind of futuristic, prog-arena electro
hip hop with the emotional and spiritual
depth of an “Oprah” rerun. For the last nine
months, I’ve had mixed feelings about this
new incantation of STS9, but the last of
three shows in Oregon this past weekend
may have been the nail in my personal
fandom coffin.
While Thursday’s show in Eugene and
Friday’s show in Portland generously blended together old, current and brand-new
sounds, showcasing much of the band’s
10-year career, Saturday’s Portland show
was all about showing off the grandiose
electronica sound STS9 began crafting with
2005’s “ArtiFact” and culminated in last summer’s “Peaceblaster” and this fall’s mini-tour
of scaled-down PA performances, in which
the group’s music was played through drum
machines, laptops and midi synthesizers.
In 2003, STS9 was playing songs inspired
by Mayan mythology on stages decorated with crystals, channeling the collective effervescence of a passionate fanbase
that followed them around the country.
On Saturday, as has been the overwhelming rule for the last 18 months, the group
churned out bombastic electro banger after
banger, doing everything possible to make
Portland dance, emotions and spirituality
be damned.
And the mission was more than accomplished. Epic, melodically towering songs
like “Be Nice” and up-tempo, low-end-driven prog-techno songs like “Shock Doctrine”
and “Lo Swaga” made people’s bodies do
uproarious things all night long. It looked
like my first show, in which everyone in
the audience seemed to subconsciously
synchronize his or her body to the rhythms
coming from the stage, anticipating peerless drummer Zach Velmer’s rhythmic
shifts and downbeats and pulsing to bassist David Murphy’s warm tone. That kind of
communion was what made seeing STS9
such an exuberant experience for me.
That feeling doesn’t really happen any
more, for two reasons: The first, and I say
this knowing how condescending it is going
to sound, is the audience itself. I realize
that STS9 crowds weren’t always cultural
melting pots, but I haven’t been anywhere
that has matched the positivity and unity
of crowds at places like Mississippi Nights
in 2004 or even the Higher Ground in
2006. And yes, there were a lot of white
people with dreadlocks who really missed
Phish, but there were also a lot of relatively
clean-cut hip-hop heads, bluegrass fans
and ravers who sought the energy that
STS9 cultivated and shared.
In Portland, and elsewhere for at least
the last 18 months, the STS9 demographic
has changed to replace a lot of the seekers, dreaded or not, with a bizarre breed of
thugged-out quasi-hippie scenesters that
put as much time into their wardrobes as
they do into listening to STS9. One kid,
wearing stunna shades, a Billionaire Boys

see LATER LIFE, page 8

see GORALNIK, page 8

Starring Malin Akerman, Billy
Crudup, Matthew Goode
Directed by Zach Snyder
two decades Hollywood heeded his words,
but wunderkind director Zack Snyder
couldn’t leave it alone.
Visually, Snyder nailed it. The special
effects are great and the costumes, though
much changed from those in the comics,
are, for lack of a better word, nifty. Certain
scenes are taken directly from the source
material, but Snyder often relies too heavily
on the comic for aesthetics while changing
enough of the plot to enrage mega-fans.
The story follows a group of not-sosuper heroes as it investigates the murder
of one of its own members. Most of these
costumed crime fighters are normal people
who don masks and outlandish suits and
exact vigilante justice on the criminals of
New York City. Rorschach (played by Jackie
Earle Haley), the central investigator in the
case, is a sociopath with an ever-shifting
mask. He works mainly with Night Owl II
(Patrick Wilson), a spoiled, lonely rich kid
with a trust fund, and Silk Spectre II (Malin
Akerman), a young woman trying to live
up to the expectations of her mother, who
happened to have been the original Silk
Spectre. Along the way, they interact with
other “heroes” such as the world’s smartest
man, Ozymandias (Matthew Goode), and
the only true “super” hero, Dr. Manhattan
(Billy Crudup), a physicist who was given
the ability to control matter, see through
time, teleport, and turn blue after surviving
a freak accident.
Because there are so many central
characters to keep track of, the plot gets
muddled during the film’s 163-minute running time. By the end, the viewers may
find themselves hard-pressed to care about
the fate of any of the characters. As Dr.
Manhattan says, “Nothing ever ends.” With
this line, Snyder set himself and his film up
for a joke that won’t be made here because
it is just too easy.
Film length usually doesn’t matter, but
“Watchmen’s” long running time isn’t justified by the quality of its actors. Jackie Earle
Haley gives an outstanding performance as
the disturbed Rorschach, but everyone else
either hams it up or is too stiff, like Wilson
and Akerman, who engage in one of the
most unnecessary, awkward sex scenes to
ever grace the silver screen, set to Leonard
Cohen’s god-awful “Hallelujah.”
This brings us to what is possibly this
weak film’s weakest part (which is saying a lot): its soundtrack. The film opens

cinemablend.com

A member of the ‘Watchmen’ cast is faced with the sudden realization that she’s in a terrible movie. This could get ugly.
with a terrible-bordering-on-humorous
opening montage set to Bob Dylan’s “The
Times They Are A-Changing.” Next, we’re
treated to a funeral set to “The Sound of
Silence,” a brooding scene set to “99 Luft
Balloons,” an “Apocalypse Now” (1979)style Vietnam flashback with “Ride of the
Valkyries,” and a terrible use of “All Along
the Watchtower.” The choice of music
and the musical cues are some of the
worst in recent memory. When Nena’s
aforementioned tune kicks in, viewers are
left to wonder if the songs were meant to
be ironic, though the film’s heavy-handed
nature quickly crushes this notion.
There is no subtlety to speak of in
“Watchmen.” This is a movie that basks in
graphic violence. In one short section, viewers are treated to a head split open with a
butcher’s cleaver, a man boiled with cooking
oil and a pair of forearms separated from
their owner’s body by a buzz saw. One of
the most disgusting, most repeated and,
apparently, most crowd-pleasing (or Snyderpleasing at the very least) images is that of
Dr. Manhattan blowing people up. Blood
and viscera fly everywhere, splattering entire
rooms, snowy fields, particle generators and
battlefields as the filmmakers giddily show us

a true superpower. While visually impressive,
it defines gratuitousness.
It would be easy to nitpick this film for not
being exactly like the comic book; it is clear
that Snyder completely missed the point
or else was forced to produce something
more mainstream and Cineplex-friendly
than he would have liked. The truth of the
matter, however, is that cinema and comics, or any other media form for that matter, are distinct entities that can’t fairly be
compared. It is the very nature of cinema
to be different than printed materials. If we
were judging based on the comics, the film
would receive at most one star: super-fans
need not apply. Judging it as a piece of filmmaking, however, we can deride it fairly.
In the end, “Watchmen” is not a good
film. It does certain things right, but it
seems overly concerned with being a
shiny superhero film while at the same
time aspiring to loftier things. Bad acting, terrible music and unnecessary
length contribute to the film’s failure.
Snyder should be proud of himself, however, because he’s finally managed to
answer Moore’s question, “Who watches
the watchmen?” In a perfect world, the
answer would be “No one.”

Theater Preview

Funny ‘Later Life’ explores an old relationship

With four actors and 11 roles, the cast of this show is kept busy
by Saanya

Gulati

Contributing Writer

The Southern couple, the gay man
and the British lesbian will make
audiences laugh uncontrollably,
while Ruth (played by sophomore Lily
Zahn) and Austin (sophomore Austin
Field) will leave viewers tense with
anticipation as they try to revive a
quasi-relationship of the past. Who
are these two people, and what have
they gone through since they last met
for one night in the Island of Capri?
“Later Life,” a one-act comedy written
by A.R. Gurney and directed by junior
Ned Berger, has all the answers.
This 75-minute play, a Pen, Paint,
& Pretzels (3Ps) spring workshop production, will undoubtedly keep viewers laughing. But as Zahn says, the
show has “undertones of the past”
that hint at a dark secret that drove
Ruth and Austin apart years ago. Now,
as they meet in their “later life” at a

dinner party in Boston, they begin to
share with each other the hardships
and grief they have faced over the
years.
A former navy officer, Austin is
divorced. He is reserved, polite and
surprisingly unable to recognize
the mysterious woman at the dinner party as the Ruth from his past.
Austin is a character with many levels, and he seems as if he is haunted
by something. Field himself, though
he has the same name as his character, found the role difficult. “I am so
different from the Austin in the play,”
he said.
Throughout the play, viewers wonder what happened in Austin’s past.
In Zahn’s words, “he’s burdened by
this sense of impending doom,” and
through conversations, the cause of
this doom is eventually exposed and
resolved.
Ruth is more sociable and vivacious than Austin, and she appears
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3Ps spring workshop production
explores the pasts of unique characters
LATER LIFE

continued from page 7

The nine comedic roles are played by
two sophomores, Alison Lisnow and
Royi Gavrielov. The show was challenging for both students. “It’s not easy
to play such diverse roles,” Gavrielov
said.
Garielov plays an old Southern husband, a nerdy tech guy and an old
man, among other characters, and he
said that he had never played roles
similar to any of them or been part of
such a small, cohesive cast.
“This play is more low-key,” Gavrielov
said. “It is about love and the connections that people make.”
Lisnow also plays multiple roles
and said that perfecting the costume,
voice and gestures of each was the
key to successfully conveying five distinct personalities. She perfected the

Southern drawl, but the true test will
come in playing the British lesbian
who can’t explicitly state that she is a
lesbian but instead hints at it in conversation with Ruth.
“Later Life” promises all sorts of
excitement thanks to the underlying
tension between the main characters,
the hilarity of the nine supporting
roles and the anticipation surrounding the outcome of Ruth and Austin’s
relationship.
“Ned has a clear vision,” Field said.
“So while the play has elements of suspense, all the loose ends are ultimately
tied up.” “Later Life” is thoroughly
entertaining and skillfully combines
romance, comedy and suspense.
“Later Life” will run twice this evening in the Balch Arena Theater, once
at 8 p.m. and once at 10 p.m. The play
is free and no tickets are needed.

STS9 concert disappoints Goralnik
GORALNIK

continued from page 7

Club track jacket, and (get this) a Bob
Marley flag as a kind of kafia, stumbled over
to me with his identical friend and asked,
“Yo homie, Are you thizzzzin’ tonight?”
While I appreciated the Mac Dre reference,
I did not appreciate the shallow, party-first
attitude that this poser and people like him
brought to the STS9 community. It was
clear that I would not be talking to this boy
about Mayan mythology.
But the bigger problem, I think, isn’t the
crowd, but the music. As the band’s tastes
and music have shifted from atmospheric
drum and bass and down-tempo IDM to
epic club bangers, its fan base has largely
shifted from those seeking to be illuminated and touched to those looking to rage
really hard. There’s nothing wrong with this.
I like to rage really hard, and with songs
like “Heavy” and “The Unquestionable
Supremacy of Nature,” STS9 proved that it

can provide the musical accompaniment
to that ambitious goal.
But I can rage anywhere. What saddens
me about Saturday’s show and what will
keep me away from STS9 for a while is
that the group no longer seems interested
in pursuing the emotional and spiritual dynamism that I and so many others
found in its performance. As STS9 indicated during the weekend, it is still possible to get lost in the bright ebullience of
“Circus” or to touch the ineffable in the
ether of “Jebez,” but those achievements
are rare. I used to think the only part of
being 16 that I missed was the carefree
humid summers of a kid with a car and no
obligations. Saturday in Portland added
“STS9 as I know it” to the short list.
Mikey Goralnik is a senior majoring in
American studies. He can be reached at
Michael.Goralnik@tufts.edu.
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From the Office of the Tufts Daily
Dear U2,
What’s the deal?
Last night you played a
secret show at the Somerville
Theatre, right here in our
backyard. And were we invited? No. Did we get tickets?
No. Did you even call to let us
know you were in town? You
better believe you didn’t.
We thought you were our
buddy. We’ve been through
so much together, and this
is how you repay us? Ok,
so we gave your new album
two out of five stars, but it
wasn’t unfounded; if anything, you should be thanking us for keeping you
MCT
grounded, although it may
be too late for that. We don’t want to be petty and ridicule your names like
everyone else does because we’d like to think that we’re bigger than that. But,
apparently we’re not as big as you, U2 — too big to invite your old friends to
your show. So here goes:
Bono? That’s your name? That’s just stupid. That’s two syllables and
no last name. Teller (of Penn and Teller) can get away with that nonsense
because he’s a magician. You’re just an Irishman who sings. And your singing isn’t even all that good lately. You hear that new album you guys did?
We did. Two stars.
And don’t think you’ve gotten off that easy, The Edge. Unless your father is
Straight Edge and your mother is Jagged Edge (née Little-Pill), your name is
crap. ‘The Edge’ is not a name. It is a place, a physical location on which one can
be hurt or off of which one can fall.
Speaking of falling off, that’s what we’re doing with the subject of names
(because we don’t know the names of the other members in your band) after this
last comment: U2? More like U-BOO!
Shame on you, U2. If you indeed want to be the biggest band in the world like
you claim to be, maybe you should start by taking care of the little people first.
Thanks for nothing, jerks.
Sincerely,
The Daily Arts Department

Graduating Seniors: Apply Now

Honos Civicus 2009
Learn more and apply by contacting
Rachel Szyman at Rachel.Szyman@tufts.edu
or calling 617- 627-4845

Honos Civicus is a society to honor and
publicly recognize graduating seniors who
have excelled in civic engagement courses
and co-curricular activities at Tufts.
Applications are due March 27th by NOON.

save the date
S U N D AY, M AY 1 7, 2 0 0 9

Commencement
Visit our website at: commencement.tufts.edu
University Commencement Office telephone: 617.627.3636

For more information, visit:
http://activecitizen.tufts.edu/HonosCivicus

E-mail: commencement@tufts.edu

Don’t forget to stop by the Campus Center on April 1,
during Senior Days, to pick up graduation announcements
and other commencement-related information.
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Advertisement

2009-2010 FINANCIAL AID
DEADLINE

April 15th!!
Undergraduate Requirements:
FAFSA
CSS Profile
IDOC

http://www.fafsa.ed.gov
https://profileonline.collegeboard.com
http://idoc.collegeboard.com

REAL Students: Submit the FAFSA, your 2008 Federal Income Taxes, W2s & the
REAL Application directly to the Financial Aid Office.
International Students: Submit the International Financial Aid Form & copies of
your parents’ income documentation directly to the Financial Aid Office.
Graduate Students: Submit the FAFSA online. Please contact your
individual school/department regarding grant aid requirements.
For further information and to download forms, go to:
http://uss.tufts.edu/finaid/apply/
Questions? Please contact Student Services at 617-627-2000 or studentservices@tufts.edu

Prevent Spring
Break-Ins
o Make sure to lock your room windows and doors
before leaving for vacation
o Secure your valuables
o If you are not leaving for break, keep a watchful
eye on your residence hall and report suspicious
persons are circumstances to the Tufts Police!
o Have a safe and happy vacation!

EMERGENCY

Police - Fire –Medical
ON ANY CAMPUS Dial : X66911
Off Campus Dial:
Boston (617) 636-6911
Grafton (508) 839-5303
Medford (617) 627-6911
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EDITORIAL

Applauding the Student Fund — with reservations
The Tufts Student Fund ( TSF) may
have fallen short of its goal of 25 percent participation, but it still raised
thousands of dollars to be put toward
the financial aid of a member of the
community.
Certainly, the program brought out
one of the Tufts student body’s most
valued traits — the type of civic engagement and desire to give back to community members — that the school
often touts. The fact that TSF raised a
total of $7,606 in the short span of two
weeks is a positive reflection on this
student body and the university as a
whole. And specifically, it’s impressive
that this student-targeted fundraising
campaign, an unprecedented initiative
in scope on this campus, was initiated
by a freshman senator.
Still, the program had its flaws,
which perhaps played a major role in
inhibiting the TSF from actually reaching its contribution goal. Most notably, while the financial goals of the
program were clearly laid out to the
Tufts community, some of the major
logistics were murky at best.

Tufts is a need-based institution,
meaning that it is obligated to meet
the financial needs of all of its enrolled
students. And the university has stood
by this basic principle through the
economic crisis. University President
Lawrence Bacow underscored this commitment in an e-mail to the student
body on Oct. 6, 2008. “We have a moral
obligation to continue to meet the full
need of all undergraduates currently
enrolled at Tufts, and we will do so,” he
wrote. A month later, Bacow reinforced
this statement, saying that despite the
economic downturn, Tufts has the obligation to “help [undergraduates] complete their Tufts education.”
When the TSF presented its program
to the student body as a campaign
meant to keep one current student
at the university who wouldn’t otherwise be able to afford an education
here, it essentially brought the major
tenets of Tufts’ need-based financial
promise into question. Essentially, the
purported impetus for the program
rings false when considering the university’s stated financial commitment

to its current students.
Instead, the TSF should have advertised its campaign in a more-precise,
less-confusing manner. Because Tufts
has a need-based financial program,
increased financial aid for current students has to come from somewhere
— either from huge alumni donations
or from somewhere else in the university’s budget. As such, student donations to this campaign won’t keep a
fellow student enrolled in the university
who wouldn’t be able to pay otherwise;
rather, the money raised from the TSF
will keep the university from pulling
money from other areas of the budget.
The ambiguity of the TSF raised
many questions across the community, obfuscating the good will and civic
engagement that originally ignited the
campaign to raise money from the student body. While we applaud the 19
members of the Tufts Student Fund
Committee for their devotion to bettering the university, we respectfully
maintain that the committee could
have better expressed the specific goals
of its exercise in active citizenship.

Alex Miller
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An Open Letter to the Tufts Community
The Office of the Dean of Student
Affairs, in conjunction with other university offices, has looked into the recent
defacing and eventual removal of the
Shepherd Fairey mural on display outside
the campus center.
It is now clear that the mural was postered over as a class assignment for a
course in the Experimental College on
“Guerilla Performance Art and Politics,”
taught by a visiting lecturer. The incident is troubling in that many community
members rejoiced in the university’s ownership of the Fairey mural, which was first
partially damaged by unknown individuals who tore away parts of it prior to the
class assignment, and then destroyed by
the class posters that covered most of it.

EDITORIAL POLICY Editorials that appear on this page are written by the Editorial Page editors,
and individual editors are not necessarily responsible for, or in agreement with, the policies and
editorials of the Tufts Daily. The content of letters, advertisements, signed columns, cartoons and
graphics does not necessarily reflect the opinion of the Tufts Daily editorial board.

The visiting lecturer has stated that Fairey
intends for his art to be interactive and
thus to be altered by others’ additions to
his originals. However, it is not clear that
this view applies to a work that was given
to the Tufts community. Many community
members have expressed that they saw
the additions to the mural to be simply
vandalism.
So what is the outcome of this incident? First, the Experimental College has
a well-deserved reputation for offering
courses outside of the traditional curriculum. The Office of the Dean of Arts
and Sciences will be working with the
ExCollege to ensure that this tradition
continues. Second, the complexities
inherent in considering the actions of the

students in the class are significant — so
significant that a judicial outcome for
the postering is not appropriate. Were
other options available for an exercise
in real interactive art? Of course there
were. Unfortunately, no consideration of
the Tufts community as a whole was evident in the acts of those who removed or
vandalized the mural and sadly, the most
abiding outcome for many is the loss of
something special.
Sincerely,
James M. Glaser
Dean of Undergraduate Education
Bruce Reitman
Dean of Student Affairs

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR Letters must be submitted by 4 p.m. and should be handed
into the Daily office or sent to letters@tuftsdaily.com. All letters must be word processed and
include the writer’s name and telephone number. There is a 350-word limit and letters must
be verified. The editors reserve the right to edit letters for clarity, space and length.

ADVERTISING POLICY All advertising copy is subject
to the approval of the Editor-in-Chief, Executive Board
and Executive Business Director. A publication schedule and rate card are available upon request.
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Op-Ed

Tufts Energy Conference looks to future for solutions
by

Alex Clough

In his inaugural address, President Barack
Obama promised to build electric grids “that
feed our commerce and bind us together.”
This inclusion signaled a growing understanding of the importance of energy infrastructure (the physical structures that produce, transport and deliver power) in the
highest chambers of power. The importance
of revitalizing our national infrastructure,
however, may still be lost on many people
who don’t necessarily equate the word “infrastructure” with daily activities. The reliability
and sustainability of our power supply, however, are two concerns that all Tufts students
should share and it is the theme of this year’s
Tufts Energy Conference, sponsored by the
Tufts Energy Forum.
If any readers should doubt this assertion,
I urge them to think back five summers ago,
to the sweltering August of 2003. Those living
in parts of New York, New Jersey, Maryland,
Ohio, Vermont, Connecticut or Ontario at
this period of time surely remember that on
the afternoon of Aug. 14, the lights suddenly
went out, along with televisions and computers. Riders on the New York City subway
system were forced to exit their cars and walk
to the nearest subway platform and, from
there, either take a bus in heavy traffic or
walk miles to get home. Many were stranded
for the night. Cell phone calls were nearly
impossible to make, as the spike in volume
of calls overwhelmed transmission towers.
Essentially, cities and communities in the
Northeast and Canada were shut down. By
that point, it was doubtful that those affected
took power supply for granted.
When we talk of reliable energy infrastructure and a dependable grid, we are referring
to systems in which a blackout of this magnitude would never pass. What transpired
on Aug. 14 was no terrorist attack or natural
phenomenon, but a routine problem that
spiraled out of hand due to an aging and
inadequately maintained grid system. The
failure of an Ohio utility to trim trees in its
service area led its power transmission to go
offline before the Aug. 14 blackout, as the circuits in its transmission were shorted by the
interfering tree. Since its computerized alarm
system was laden with errors, alerts to other
utilities and system operators did not go
out. The month of August is generally a time
of high power demand — people need air
conditioning or fans to cool their offices and
homes — so other power generators were
overburdened with the large excess demand,
leading to a systemic failure. Though this
specific blackout may have been avoided
by a better computer system, the cascading
effect caused by one power generator going
offline is certainly something that we should
react to with alarm. Our national infrastructure should not be so fickle.

MCT

Additionally, if we are serious about the
stewardship of our planet, then a well-functioning and flexible energy infrastructure is
essential. The source of our power is the
driving issue of the renewable energy movement and is a question inextricably linked
to the improvement of our infrastructure.
For example, if there is ample wind in North
Dakota but few people demanding it there,
how do we transport that generated power
to a more populated location like Chicago?
What use is solar power generated in the
sun-soaked deserts of Nevada if there is no
way to get that power to Southwestern cities like Phoenix and Las Vegas? In essence,
the importance of energy infrastructure to
our transition away from a fossil-fuel based
economy lies in its capacity to make our
transition more a reality and less an idea.
I do not wish to sound too pessimistic.
The past few years have seen a surge in

solutions to help prevent another blackout
and make our system more sustainable.
For example, smart grid technologies have
emerged as feasible solutions to our national
energy concerns. Among other things, smart
grid technologies seek to reduce demand
for energy during peak hours (times when
demand is particularly high), store excess
energy produced during non-peak hours,
and connect smaller energy sources to
the grid. Policies to encourage less consumption during peak demand times have
become increasingly popular. Many state
and local governments have rewarded consumption of green power over traditional,
fossil fuel-based sources. Hopefully, the
Obama Administration will follow through
on its promises and get the federal government involved in this movement.
The Tufts Energy Forum’s 4th Annual Tufts
Energy Conference will take place Saturday,

March 28, and will highlight the aforementioned changes that engineers, investors,
policymakers and nonprofits have enacted
in both national and international power
systems, as well as the challenges that still
need to be overcome. It is crucial that the
future innovators of America understand the
critical importance of energy infrastructure,
and I strongly believe that this conference
will serve as a fine introduction to the subject. Anyone who is interested in energy and
environmental matters should attend. For
those interested, please visit the conference
website at www.tuftsenergyconference.org
and register for what will be a unique and
exciting event.
Alex Clough is a senior majoring in international relations. He is a co-chair of the
Tufts Energy Conference.

What is active citizenship?
by

Elliott Knofsky McCarthy

John K. Atsalis’ op-ed on March 3 (“Why I am not donating
to the Tufts Student Fund”) questioned “just what ‘active citizenship’ is and whether we are truly stepping up or only going
through the motions.” This question, in my opinion, is completely irrelevant. I cannot speak for all of those who supported
the TSF, but I can tell you that my intentions were, and still are,
legitimate and earnest. I personally know 14 of the 19 sponsors
of the full-page Daily ads and I can tell you that their intentions
were also sound and that they were not, as clearly exhibited
by their actions, just “going through the motions.” Atsalis also
brought up the issue of “what ‘active citizenship’ is,” yet he never
answered it. I’d like to lend my voice to that discussion.
The bottom line is that the TSF embodied everything that
the students at Tufts University claim to stand for. We Tufts
students say that we advocate for community, equality and
a love for one’s fellow man. In this regard, I believe you are
right, John. Some of the things we as Tufts students do are
simply for the sake of “the motions.” Some of us do things to
beef up a résumé or to say that we had amazing experiences
while doing them. I would hardly consider this, however, a
reflection of most of the student body. Most students here at
Tufts do the things they do for all of the right reasons. I believe
that the students at Tufts are good, honest people who truly
want to do the right thing. We go to all ends of the earth in
order to help our fellow man and we spend thousands upon
thousands of dollars to do it. These are all very noble causes
and make a true impact on the world in which we live. We
also help our own country, our local communities and the

families that live in them through our day-to-day actions.
Understanding what being an “active citizen” truly means
is very difficult, and I will not pretend to understand it completely. I will say this, however: Being an active citizen does
not mean that you have to spend hundreds or thousands of
dollars. Active citizenship is not a simple thing, but rather, I
believe that it is broad and all-encompassing and also possesses unlimited potential.
Someone from an affluent background can be an active citizen. By the same token, someone who is completely without
wealth or power can also be one. You don’t need to establish
your own charity, endow a college, contribute multiple millions of dollars to AIDS research or make an expensive trip
to the rainforests of Costa Rica to be an active citizen. All of
these initiatives are wonderful things to do, but our abilities as
students, and for that matter as people, to make a difference
extend far beyond such narrowly defined measures.
If giving up your morning coffee so that the $2 that it would
cost can go to a cause larger than yourself is all you can do,
then doing that constitutes active citizenship. Making a conscious effort to think of your fellow man and being aware of
the possible ramifications of your actions is what it means to
be an active citizen. To be an active citizen is to be responsible and accept the obligation to think and act on things
that benefit your community, country or world. The TSF was
something that we all could be a part of to make a difference
in our own community.
Here is the question I pose to you, reader of this op-ed: Do
you really need that third cup of coffee from the Tower Café that
doesn’t even open until noon anyway? Do you really need that
bag of chips from the vending machine? Do you really need to

get fries with those chicken fingers from the Commons? Even
that $1 or $1.50 could make a difference in someone’s life.
It isn’t that hard. All it takes is a little bit of time and a sacrifice
that is ultimately inconsequential in our daily lives. The TSF, or
any other charity for that matter, was not the fix for this country’s flawed views of class, inequality and poverty. Yes, the TSF
was a bandage for a much larger wound. However, it was a step
in the right direction; it was a step toward establishing wider
active citizenship. The least we can do is to start thinking about
these things.
If we try to do something great, we will quite possibly fail. Yet if
we never try at all, we will most assuredly fail. The issues of class
and inequality cannot be fixed overnight. We as a community,
however, can take this small step toward solutions.
A mentor of mine has a philosophy that he has always lived
by. I too live by this philosophy of “sending the elevator back
down.” When we are met with success or victory, it is our duty
to allow others to achieve the same success. It is our obligation
to press the proverbial down button and allow others to see the
same successes that we have been blessed with. This mentor
does college-access work and sends the elevator back down on
a daily basis. He impacts the lives of young people every day and
allows them the same opportunities that he was provided. He is
an active citizen in its truest form. Even now that the campaign
for the TSF is over, it is not too late to make a difference. I am
sending the elevator back down. I hope that you will join me.
Elliot Knofsky McCarthy is a freshman who has not
yet declared a major. He is a Tufts Community Union
senator.

Op-ed Policy The Op-Ed section of the Tufts Daily, an open forum for campus editorial commentary, is printed Monday through Thursday. Op-Ed welcomes submissions from all members of the Tufts community. Opinion articles
on campus, national and international issues should be 800 to 1,200 words in length. Editorial cartoons and Op-Eds in the form of cartoons are also welcome. All material is subject to editorial discretion, and is not guaranteed to
appear in the Tufts Daily. All material should be submitted by no later than 1 p.m. on the day prior to the desired day of publication. Material must be submitted via e-mail (oped@tuftsdaily.com) attached in .doc or .docx format.
Questions and concerns should be directed to the Op-Ed editors. The opinions expressed in the Op-Ed section do not necessarily represent the opinions of the Tufts Daily itself.
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Softball SEASON PREVIEW

David Heck | The Sauce

No time but ‘Right Now’: Softball team embarks
on a quest to outdo last year’s NESCAC champs
by

Alex Prewitt

Daily Editorial Board

Every year, the seniors of the softball team get together and come up
with a motto, a phrase signifying the
squad’s goals for the coming season.
This year, Tufts will play under the
mantra “Right Now.”
“We talked about a lot of stuff, and
we wanted to come up with something
that was significant to our class,” senior
quad-captain Cara Hovhanessian said.
“Because our roster is comprised of
almost half seniors, and we all play a
huge role on the team, we feel that this
is the year for the program to do something that’s never been done before. For
us, it’s a sense of urgency — there’s not a
lot of time left.”
“We came up with that motto because
there are eight seniors, and there is no
better time than right now to take what
we can get,” fifth-year senior second baseman Danielle Lopez added. “We have the
team, the talent, and the motivation and
the experience, and we’re just ready to
get ready and do it. It really just reminded
everyone where we are in our careers at
Tufts and where the team is right now.”
If there were any time to make a run
to the NCAA Div. III World Series and a
three-peat NESCAC title, for this team,
it would be right now. With a dynamic
core of experienced leaders heading the
charge, the Jumbos are in a prime position to solidify their position as one of the
best teams in the conference, the region
and even the country.
“We’ve only graduated a couple
seniors, so we’re a much older team this
year,” junior Christy Tinker said. “This
year, we’re really looking to push the limits with our core back to go further than
we have gone in the past. We’re going to
have to play our ability, which is absolutely possible.”
Coming off their second-straight
30-win season and second-straight conference championship, the Jumbos boast
one of the best infields in the country as

well as three stellar pitchers with veteran
experience, and they seem determined to
justify their No. 12 national ranking.
Last year, Tufts went 11-1 in the
NESCAC, including a 10-3 win over
Wesleyan in the championship game, a
contest in which the Jumbos pounded out
15 hits and three home runs. The Jumbos
then made it to the NCAA Regional Final
at Rhode Island College before falling
twice to St. Joseph’s, ending their season.
This season, Tufts is back with a vengeance. Tinker, the defending NESCAC
Player of the Year, leads an offense that
boasted a .344 team average, 31 home
runs and a gaudy 276 runs, 76 more than
any other team in the conference. Tinker
herself boasted a 1.079 OPS and led the
team with eight home runs.
But the Jumbos are far from a onetrick pony on the offensive end as
Lopez, the reigning NESCAC leader in
RBIs and doubles, needs just 10 RBIs to
surpass the current Tufts record. After
battling back from a past knee injury,
Lopez was the most durable player on
the team last year and was the only
player to start all 41 games.
Hovhanessian
and
classmate
Samantha Kuhles figure to provide muchneeded spark at the top of the lineup.
They were fourth and fifth, respectively, in the NESCAC in batting average,
churning out .407 and .406 marks, while
Hovhanessian hit a whopping .583 with
16 RBIs in conference play. Kuhles, additionally, was first in the conference in
hits and second in stolen bases, starting primarily in the leadoff spot. Junior
shortstop Casey Sullivan, a 2007 AllAmerican, rounds out the infield, one
season removed from banging out seven
home runs.
Tufts’ offensive prowess is not relegated to within the diamond, as senior
quad-captain Roni Herbst leads an outfield with perhaps as much firepower as
their infield counterparts. Herbst started
39 games last season, posting a .339 average, while classmate and fellow captain
Laura Chapman, the Tufts record-holder
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Junior shortstop Casey Sullivan and the
Jumbos will open their season on Sunday
against Cal Lutheran.
in stolen bases, was tied for the NESCAC
lead in swiped bags last year with 22 while
batting most games in the nine-hole.
Defense, likewise, is an attribute that
the Jumbos hope will catapult them
beyond the ranks of consistently good
and into the sphere of national powerhouse. As a team, Tufts ranked second
in the NESCAC with a 2.47 ERA, first in
opponents’ batting average and first with
a .951 fielding percentage.
“Our infield defensively is one of the
best in New England,” Hovanhanessian
said. “They have such a great work ethic,
so I don’t doubt them, and I’m confident
that our offense will be able to pick up
where our defense left off.”
Although the team has just four pitchers, which is the fewest the Jumbos have
carried in recent memory, the staff is
see SOFTBALL, page 15

Softball fEATURE

Star-studded infield leads the way for Jumbos
by

Ethan Landy

Daily Editorial Board

Softball coach Cheryl Milligan is not
going to sugarcoat it. Her team’s infield is
“the best around, no question.”
The national No. 12 Jumbos have an
infield that has racked up accolades
aplenty over the past few years, including
seven of the past eight NESCAC Player of
the Year awards, six all-conference selections in 2008 and two All-Americans.
“Our infield is certainly incredibly talented,” Milligan said. “There is not a whole
lot to say about them other than they have
certainly done the majority of the hitting
on this team. They are the power hitters;
they are the main parts.”
The infield starts with last year’s NESCAC
Player of the Year, junior first baseman
Christy Tinker. In her sophomore season,
Tinker, who was also part of the National
Fastpitch Coaches Association (NFCA) AllNew England first team, brought the pop
to the Jumbos’ lineup with a team-leading
eight home runs and .646 slugging percentage. Tinker has more to her game than
just power, however, as she also hit .381
and drew 12 walks.
Her partner on the right side of the
infield, fifth-year senior second baseman
Danielle Lopez, has piled up her own individual achievements. A 2005 All-American
and the 2006 NESCAC Player of the Year,
Lopez has been one of the most accomplished Tufts hitters in program history.
After missing 2007 with a knee injury, she
led the team last season with 39 RBIs and
needs just 10 in 2009 to break the Tufts

record held by Lis Drake (LA ’03).
“We have always prided ourselves on
the fact that we have such a deep lineup and that we can call on anybody,”
Lopez said. “We have such a strong onethrough-nine lineup. You can’t ask for
anything better than when you can’t do
your job, having a person right behind
you that can.”
Senior quad-captains third baseman
Samantha Kuhles and catcher/utility Cara
Hovhanessian both were second-team
All-NESCAC selections last year. The pair
put up similar numbers, hitting .406 and
.407 respectively and knocking in 27 runs
apiece. While Kuhles has manned the
hot corner for the past three seasons,
Hovhanessian has been the primary DH.
With the loss of Megan Cusick (LA ’08),
however, Hovhanessian should see more
time behind the plate.
The last piece to the infield puzzle is
junior shortstop Casey Sullivan. An AllAmerican in 2007, Sullivan filled up the
stat sheets last year despite slowing down
somewhat at the tail end of the season.
Alhough she was the only member of the
infield not to garner postseason honors,
she is still a big part of the Jumbos’ lineup and put up some gaudy stats, hitting
seven home runs and finishing second on
the team with 33 runs scored.
This quintet helped the Jumbos lead
the NESCAC in every major offensive category last season. Though there is no
denying the talent that the Jumbos possess, Milligan hopes that there will be less
of a drop-off at the end of the season than
in years past.

“They still need to go out and do
it,” Milligan said. “We are not going to
be satisfied if they go out and do it all
season and can’t do it when it really
counts, which has happened the last
couple of years.”
Tufts has been an offensive juggernaut,
but Milligan also wants to see her infield
improve defensively. The Jumbos will
score runs, but they need to be able to
back up their pitchers if they have an off
day at the plate.
“We can be many errors better for sure,”
Milligan said. “We made a ton of errors last
year. I mean, we made a ton and they were
almost all in the infield. We made 29 errors
last year in California alone … But we are
an offensive team, and that is how we are
deciding to take the field. That said, we
have been fortunate to put out a very good
defense even going with our best hitters.”
Despite the early struggles, the Jumbos
managed to turn things around and lead
the league in fielding percentage. They
also turned almost twice as many more
double plays, 21, as the next-closest team
in the conference, Hamilton. With all of
the experience in both the infield and
outfield, the Jumbos are hoping that they
start off with less rust than last season.
“I think probably our strongest attribute is our experience because we have so
many returning players this year,” Kuhles
said. “Besides catching, our entire infield
is the same as last year. We have played
together for a long time, and that will help
during the season.”
see SOFTBALL INFIELD, page 15

In the
clutch

I

’ve always believed in the idea of “clutch.”
Having watched Derek Jeter in New York
for almost as long as I’ve watched baseball, I felt I knew exactly what clutch was:
stepping up to the plate knowing you were
going to get a hit, willing yourself to battle
through the at-bat. Having watched Alex
Rodriguez for a number of years as well, I
felt I knew exactly what clutch was not: feeling the compression in your chest, thinking about failure and hearing boos in your
head. Sure, you could point out that Jeter’s
postseason OPS is only two points higher
than A-Rod’s (.846 to .844), but that hasn’t
mattered. I’ve seen A-Rod choke a thousand
times, but I’ll never forget Jeter’s extra-inning, game-winning home run in the 2001
World Series. Yup, D.J.’s clutch, A-Rod’s not.
Or that’s what I always told myself.
I reasoned that some players shy away
from big moments for fear of the pressure (A-Rod), while others live for those
moments and lock in (Jeter, David Ortiz).
Whenever I was questioned about the term
“lock in” I always had a quick response; it’s
just like when a player gets hot.
People who’ve played fantasy baseball
for a few years will remember how Richie
Sexson used to be a notorious second-half
player. For some reason, once July rolled
around, it was just like Richie locked in and
started launching bombs. Fellow fantasy
nerds will also recall Chris Shelton in 2006,
who hit nine homers in the team’s first 13
games, then managed only seven the rest
of the year. There was no way to explain it
other than the fact that he was just locked
in — he was just hot.
But recently, two researchers made a presentation about the “hot hand” phenomenon in the NBA at the 2009 MIT Sloan Sports
Analytics Conference. And let’s just say the
results weren’t exactly what I expected.
After studying data from the past six seasons, not only did they find no evidence of
the “hot hand,” but they found that players who made their last jump shot actually suffered in performance. After making
a jumper, players tended to take harder
shots, resulting in a 3.5 percent drop in field
goal percentage. Even worse, despite taking
more difficult looks, they shot more; players
who made their last jumper took the next
one 9 percent more of the time than players
who didn’t. If everyone on a team acted this
way, the researchers calculated it would cost
them 4.5 wins per season — twice the difference between the No. 1 seed and the No. 6
seed in the Western Conference last year.
OK, so the hot hand isn’t a real thing. In
fact, the very concept is detrimental to a
team’s play. But that doesn’t mean clutch is
nonexistent, does it?
I’ve always regarded Kobe Bryant as one
of the greatest shooters in the NBA. The
man doesn’t have the physicality of LeBron
James, but he’s mastered every shot there is.
If there’s anyone that’s clutch, it would be
him. In a recent ESPN.com poll, most of the
country agreed with me, as over 50 percent
said they’d want Kobe taking the last shot as
opposed to LeBron or Dwyane Wade.
Unfortunately, after doing some research
of my own, my concept of clutch was shattered. Between 2003 and February of this
year, including the regular season and playoffs, Kobe has taken 56 attempts at gamewinning shots. He’s made 14 of them, or
25 percent — not even up to par with the
league average of 29.8 percent. And just
for reference, LeBron’s at 34 percent and
D-Wade’s at 27.5. Not exactly awe-inspiring.
So I guess perhaps it’s time to give up
this notion of clutch. If the hot hand doesn’t
exist, I don’t see how clutch could either —
especially when the supposed “best” are so
bad when it counts.
Then again, some guy named Carmelo
Anthony has made 48 percent of his gamewinners. Maybe there’s hope after all…
David Heck is a junior majoring in philosophy. He can be reached at David.Heck@
tufts.edu.
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Women’s Basketball

Women’s Lacrosse

Some preseason goals prove elusive, but Jumbos rout
Tufts still celebrates another 20-win season Mules in home
opener on Bello
by Sapna

Bansil

Daily Editorial Board

One year after nearly everything went
right, a few too many things went wrong for
the women’s basketball team.
In the encore to their historic 2007-08
campaign — one that featured a programrecord 26 wins, an appearance in the conference championship game and a run to the
Elite Eight of the NCAA Tournament — the
Jumbos once again made a run at the record
books. They posted the second-most wins
by any squad in program history, appeared
in March Madness for just the second time
ever and won a game at Bowdoin for the first
time since 1991.
Still, Tufts could not fully recreate the
magic of its greatest season ever, finishing
four wins shy of its predecessor’s mark and
suffering second-round exits from both the
NESCAC and NCAA Tournaments. Those
setbacks left the Jumbos feeling that they
didn’t completely match the sky-high expectations they set for themselves after last
season’s success.
“It was definitely new for us to have the
bull’s-eye on our back for the whole season,”
coach Carla Berube said. “It was a positive
that there are high expectations for the program now for us to meet day-in and day-out
and that we’re not going to settle for anything
less than playing at a certain level — that’s
the way it should be. But it also makes it
harder when you don’t meet your expectations; you feel like you’ve failed a bit.”
As it turned out, there was a very fine line
between Tufts achieving its goals and falling
just short of them. In five losses this season,
the Jumbos’ largest margin of defeat was six
points. Tufts coughed up double-digit second-half leads in two of its setbacks, with the
latest coming in a season-ending upset loss
to TCNJ in the second round of the NCAA
Tournament last Saturday.
“It’s difficult to put your finger on what
and why we didn’t quite go as far as I think
this team could have gone,” Berube said. “It’s
sort of the opposite of what happened last
year, when I thought there were games that
we pulled out that maybe we shouldn’t have
pulled out. We had a few of the intangibles
that maybe were missing a little bit down the
stretch this year.”
But the 2008-09 season was not without its
highlights. Near the top of the list was a Jan.
24 trip to Brunswick, Maine that culminated
in Tufts’ first win at Bowdoin in 18 years.
Less than 24 hours after suffering a painful
loss to Colby, the Jumbos rebounded in the
most impressive of fashions, becoming the
only NESCAC team this season to beat the
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The women’s basketball team had its season
ended by The College of New Jersey 57-55 in
the second round of the NCAA Tournament.
eventual-conference champion Polar Bears
despite playing without their leading scorer,
junior forward Julia Baily.
The first round of the NCAA Tournament
also provided another memorable moment
for Tufts. Forced to travel nearly 315 miles
to Bethlehem, Pa. for a matchup against
regional host Moravian, the Jumbos
wound up dealing the Greyhounds their
first home loss of the year, running away
with an 80-70 victory.
“Both the Bowdoin game and the
Moravian game [were] Tufts basketball
through and through: tough defense, we
got the running game going, and just making plays,” Berube said. “Those were two of
the games this season that really stood out
as the best of the year.”
But Tufts could not sustain the momentum from that victory into the next night,
when its season ended with a 57-55 loss
to TCNJ in the round of 32. Leading by 11
with 9:22 to play, the Jumbos were outscored
24-11 the rest of the way en route to a crushing defeat.
“The TCNJ game was nothing short of
heartbreaking,” senior co-captain Kim
Moynihan said. “We had such high expectations, and our team had so much talent and
potential this year. While I think we realized a
lot of our goals this year, we did want to make
it further in the tournament.”

The loss marked the end of a subpar postseason showing for Tufts, one which also
included the team’s quickest exit from the
NESCAC Tournament since 2006. For the
second year in a row, the Jumbos’ quest for
their first conference crown ended at the
hands of Amherst, this time by a 49-46 score
in the semifinals. For a team with preseason
title aspirations, the early elimination was a
disappointment.
“[A NESCAC championship] was a goal
that we set at the beginning of the year,”
Berube said. “We’ve been right there the
last couple years in the finals. Amherst just
played better than we did in that game, especially down the stretch. It’s difficult because I
think we had the talent and the personnel to
get it done, and it just didn’t quite mesh during that game.”
Among those who will be back trying to
help Tufts compete for a still-elusive conference championship next season will be
both of the team’s all-NESCAC selections:
Baily, who paced the Jumbos with 12.9 points
per game in her first season starting, and
point guard Colleen Hart, who just ended her
sophomore season more than halfway to the
program’s all-time scoring mark.
Still, Tufts will have to replace the voids
left by four graduating seniors. Moynihan
and forward Katie Tausanovitch have been
mainstays in the Jumbos’ starting lineup for
the past two seasons. Each player established
herself as one of the team’s best defenders,
with Moynihan earning NESCAC Defensive
Player of the Year honors this season and
Tausanovitch helping anchor Tufts’ post
defense since transferring from Div. I William
and Mary ahead of the 2007-08 campaign.
The Jumbos will also be losing two players
who provided depth off the bench in forward
Katie Puishys and co-captain Stacy Filocco.
Even though this season’s results have
been tempered with a tinge of disappointment, the seniors know the program has
nonetheless come a long way in their time on
the Hill. Filocco and Moynihan were part of
a 10-13 NESCAC bottom-feeder their freshman year and now leave with the program
looking like a burgeoning regional powerhouse and perennial national contender.
“It’s been quite the ride from my own
freshman year to my senior year,” Moynihan
said. “To see this team and program evolve
and continually get better — it’s amazing. I’m
incredibly proud to have been a part of this
program, and I hope that the future players
will understand where we have come from
and really appreciate it for what it’s become
and not take that for granted. It’s great. We’ve
kind of become a powerhouse, and to have
that respect is fabulous.”

by

Evan Cooper

Daily Editorial Board

The women’s lacrosse team was clearly out to make an early-season statement in its home opener on Wednesday,
WOMEN’S LACROSSE
(2-0, 1-0 NESCAC)
Bello Field, yesterday
Wellesley 3
Tufts
13

0
7

-----

3
20

demolishing non-conference foe
Wellesley 20-3 for its second consecutive win to start the season.
The score was only close for the first 10
minutes of the contest, when the Jumbos
had just a 3-2 lead over the Blue, but a 10-0
scoring run quickly changed that, and the
Jumbos were up 13-3 by halftime.
Setting off the scoring flood was junior
attacker Emily Johnson, who contributed
three goals to the 10-goal effort and a
total of four goals and an assist on the
game. Sophomore scoring leader Amanda
Roberts also buried four of her five overall
goals during the run, and senior co-captain Chrissie Attura added her second of
three on the game.
“We work really well together as a team,”
Johnson said. “We are really dynamic all
the way around.”
It was not until less than one second
remained in the half that Wellesley freshman Meredith Roy ended the Jumbos’
hot streak, capitalizing on a free position shot to make it a 13-3 game going
into halftime.
The last-second goal was the final one
of the match for the Blue, as the Jumbos
shut them down completely in the running-time second half, adding seven more
goals to their tally. With three Jumbos
putting up four-point games and freshmen Kelly Hyland, Sterling Champion,
Casey Egan and Lara Kozin each adding a goal apiece, the Jumbos proved the
depth of their squad. The goals were the
first of their collegiate careers for Hyland,
Champion and Egan, while Kozin now
has four on the year.
“[Scoring ability] is spread throughout
the team,” Johnson said.
The extent of the Jumbos’ domisee WOMEN’S LACROSSE, page 15

Men’s Lacrosse

Tufts rolls to second-straight win in blowout fashion at Lasell
by

Noah Schumer

Daily Editorial Board

In the words of the iconic new
wave band The Cars, “Let the
good times roll.”
MEN’S LACROSSE
(2-0, 1-0 NESCAC)
Newton, Mass., Tuesday
Tufts
Lasell

7
2

8
1

1
1

6 --- 22
4 --- 8

The men’s lacrosse team continued its hot streak on Tuesday
night, winning its secondstraight game over non-conference opponent Lasell College,
22-8, to improve to 2-0 on the
year. The Jumbos’ 22 goals tied
for the second-most in program
history and marked the most by
a Tufts team since a 1999 matchup with Assumption College.
Only a 23-goal output in 2000
against the College of Wooster
places ahead of it in the Jumbos’
record book.
Tufts was buoyed by an effort
that included goals from 14 different players, including five
from senior tri-captain Clem
McNally, who now has seven
goals on the season and is tied

for the team lead with sophomore Ryan Molloy. By almost any
measure, the game was a lopsided affair, with Tufts taking 66
shots to Lasell’s 23 and winning
33 more groundballs.
“I was really pleased with the
way we played,” senior tri-captain Jordan Yarboro said. “It was
a chance for a lot of our younger
players to step in and score their
first college goals. That could be
important when we get further
on into the season if guys go
down and we need some of the
freshmen to step up. It’s good
they got that experience.”
“We came out and did what
we needed to do quickly,” junior
midfielder Zach Groen added.
“All week, we were focused on
taking things one game at a time
and not looking ahead to Colby,
and I think we showed that by
putting 22 on the board.”
The Jumbos established themselves as a dominant force right
off the bat when senior tri-captain Mike Droesch scored just
eight seconds into the game,
driving down the field after winning the opening faceoff.
Tufts added two more goals
in the next five minutes and led
7-2 at the end of the first quarter.
McNally, who fired 11 shots in

the game, was responsible for
four of the first-period scores.
Tufts’ attack was just as relentless
in the second quarter as the team
added eight more goals to take a
15-3 lead heading into halftime.
Despite the fact that Lasell
(0-2) is far from being considered a lacrosse powerhouse, the
Jumbos treated their preparation
for the game as though it were a
NESCAC contest.
“I wouldn’t say it was a warmup game,” Groen said. “They’re a
college lacrosse team with some
solid games on their schedule.
They were fired up to come out
and play us, and I think getting
an early goal lifted our spirits and
kind of put their flame out.”
The Lasers tightened up their
play in the second half, managing to play Tufts even in the
third quarter. But the game had
long since been decided, and
four Lasell goals in a five-minute
spurt in the fourth quarter did
little to mask the uneven nature
of the final score.
Senior goalie Matt Harrigan
was called on to save just three
shots in 30 minutes of play to
record his second win of the season. Sophomore goalie Bryan
see MEN’S LACROSSE, page 15
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Senior tri-captain Clem McNally scored five goals in the men’s lacrosse
team’s 22-8 thrashing of Lasell Tuesday afternoon. McNally scored four
of his five goals in the first quarter.
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Housing
4 Bedroom Apartment
Available June 1, 2009
4BR/2Bath, two blocks from Tufts.
16 Hillsdale Rd.
$2,400/mo., hardwood floors,
excellent condition. Coin-op laundry in basement. Easy on-street
parking. Off-street: $50.
please call : Peter at 617.629.0269
or email: demasi.peter@gmail.com

Housing
3 Bedroom Apt.
Large sunny apartment Boston
Ave. 6 big rooms, 2 porches, hardwood floors, eat-in kitchen, living
room, and dinning room. Great
storage. Off street parking for 3
cars. W/D in basement. $1750/mo
plus utilities. Available 6/1/09. Call
781-956-5868 or Email:
Gosox08@mac.com
3 BR Apt Right at Tufts
3 BR apt corner house at Tufts with
a L.R., D.R., kitchen, and bath with
parking at $1500/month. Call Bill at
(781) 259-7102 or (781) 856-3423
or at nacwac8@aol.com

Housing

Housing

Boston Avenue
3 bedroom, 1 bath appartment.
Freshly painted, includes living
and dining rooms, front and back
porch, storage units. 3 min walk to
Tufts. Available now. $1500/month
(without utilities). First month and
security deposit required. Call
617-504-8708

3 Bedroom 2 Bath Apt.
Amazing location 2 blocks from
Tufts, newly renovated, stunningly
beautiful. Huge sunny rooms, 2
new bathrooms, new hardwood
floors, new designer windows.
New heating, electric, kitchen.
Parking negotiable. Available Sept.
1 $1900 No fees. Please call
(781) 396-4675

3 BR Capen St. Apt.
Large 3 BR APT 6 rooms in nice
condition at 3 Capen St with
parking, hardwood floors, eat-in
kitchen, 2 porches, sun. Washer
and dryer in basement. Available
6/1/09 for $2100 a month. Call
781-956-5868 for details or e-mail
gosox08@mac.com

Jumbos to begin 2008 season at
noon Sunday at Cal Lutheran
SOFTBALL

continued from page 13

loaded with experienced arms,
namely senior Lauren Gelmetti
(11-2, 2.31 ERA), junior Stefanie
Tong (8-2, 2.75), and sophomore Izzie Santone (8-3, 2.00),
the reigning NESCAC Rookie of
the Year.
For now, before kicking off conference play on March 27 with a
weekend series against Bates, the
Jumbos turn their attention to a
grueling California trip in which
they will play 11 games in six
days. Last season, the Jumbos
returned from the West Coast
with a 7-5 mark, mainly due to
poor defense. This year, however,
they seem to be striving to avoid
a repeat of their lackluster opening to last season, focusing on

the urgency of “Right Now.”
“It’s really important to see
where we’re at in regards to the
entire country and not just New
England,” Hovhanessian said.
“We had some rusty games out
there last year, especially defensively, so I think that it’s definitely important to get out on
the right foot, but it’s in no way
an indication of how we’ll do for
the rest of the year.”
“We’re pretty eager to get started,” Lopez added. “We’re a very
talented team and we understand
that, and there’s nothing else to
say. No ifs, ands or buts, except
that we just need to get it done
right now. This year, we wanted
to send a message to ourselves
and remind ourselves that there
is no other time but right now.”

Jumbos’ experience could
translate into postseason run
SOFTBALL INFIELD
continued from page 13

“This year is a little different
because we are all upperclassmen,” Lopez added. “We’ve got
a lot of experience in the upperlevel games — NESCAC conference and regional games. We all
settled in and got really comfortable with each other at the end of
last season.”
With that experience come
more lofty goals. Tufts has been
to NCAA Regionals the last three
years and has won the NESCAC
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championship the last two. But
the team will be searching for
one last goal: a trip to the Div. III
World Series.
“First and foremost, the goal
is to win the NESCAC for the
third time in a row,” Kuhles said.
“Another goal is to make it past
Regionals and into the World
Series. We have come so close
every year, and because our team
has not changed dramatically in
terms of starters, I think it is a
good expectation of ours to move
past Regionals.”

Services

Sperm Donors Needed
Cambridge.
Up to 1200 dollars a month.
Healthy MEN, wanted for California
Cryobanks sperm donor program.
APPLY ONLINE
www.spermbank.com

classifieds policy All Tufts students must submit classifieds in person, prepaid with check, money order, or exact cash
only. All classifieds submitted by mail must be accompanied by a check. Classifieds are $10 per week with Tufts ID or $20 per
week without. The Tufts Daily is not liable for any damages due to typographical errors or misprintings except the cost of the
insertion, which is fully refundable. We reserve the right to refuse to print any classifieds which contain obscenity, are of an
overly sexual nature, or are used expressly to denigrate a person or group. Questions? Email business@tuftsdaily.com.

Jumbos’ ball control leads to easy win over Blue
WOMEN’S LACROSSE
continued from page 14

nant play was not just reflected on the scoreboard. They
showed impeccable ball control
throughout the game, turning
the ball over just 12 times and
going 15 for 15 on clears.
“We’re really working especially
on midfield transitions, and we
didn’t drop many balls in midfield,” Attura said. “That’s reflective of our hard work in practice.”
“It is key that we were able to
control the midfield and get the
ball down the field,” sophomore
goaltender Sara Bloom said.
Winning the groundball battle
38-20 and taking control on 15 of
24 draws, the Jumbos also showed
that they have been working on a
lot more than just their scoring
in the offseason. With the ball
usually in their sticks, the Jumbos
were able to own the shot count
as well, with a 36-12 final mark.
“It makes things a lot easier
for me when they have control
over the rest of the game,” said
Bloom, who posted four saves to
earn her second win of the season. “Defensively, they were doing
such a great job and they looked
great on transition.”
“We’ve really been focusing on
draw control,” Attura added.
The win was the second consecutive time that the Jumbos have
routed the Blue, as they opened
up the 2008 season against them
with a 17-3 victory.
“We came into the game knowing that Wellesley is not typically
the best team,” Attura said. “We
wanted to just work on running

James Choca/Tufts Daily

Junior attack Emily Johnson and the women’s lacrosse team defeated
Wellesley 20-3 yesterday. Johnson scored four goals and dished out one
assist during the game.
our plays and running them well.”
Whether or not the Jumbos
had to work for the win, the game
serves as a good indicator of their
early-season condition, which will
be crucial when they take on a
slew of fierce NESCAC competitors in the coming weeks.
“We do have harder games
coming up, and we do have to
be ready for teams that it won’t
be as easy to get midfield control
against,” Attura said.
With a trip to defending
NESCAC champion Colby on the
schedule for Saturday, the Jumbos
will have to be at their best. The
last time the two teams faced

each other was in the NESCAC
Tournament last year, when
the eventual champion Mules
knocked out the Jumbos with
a 22-14 first-round victory. The
Jumbos will be looking to exact
some revenge in Saturday’s match,
focusing on their ball control to
contain the NESCAC’s most dangerous offensive team of 2008.
“We’re just going to try to come
out strong and stay strong all
game,” Johnson said.
“We know that this is going
to be a hard opponent,” Attura
added. “But I know that as long as
we stay focused and have a good
attitude about it, we can win.”

Tufts faces Colby
Saturday in first
spring break tilt

Games of the Week
looking back (march 10) | netherlands 2, dominican republic 1 (11)
	The immortal Gene Kingsale picked up an RBI single and came around to score the winning run in the bottom of the 11th inning of one of the best baseball games of the year.
Down a run to the Dominican Republic, a favorite in this year’s World Baseball Classic, the
Netherlands scraped together its second win to eliminate the powerhouse.
	The Dominican Republic played 18 men on Tuesday, and each one of them is an active
Major Leaguer. Of the 20 players on the Netherlands, not one of them is still in the Major
Leagues. But none of that mattered on Tuesday.
	For the D.R., Ubaldo Jimenez was brilliant, posting 10 strikeouts in four innings. Pedro
Martinez, Tony Pena and Rafael Perez gave up no hits through the next five. And in the top
of the 11th of a 0-0 game, the Netherlands gave way, as Kingsale committed a crucial error
in right field, allowing the speedy Jose Reyes to score from first. But in the bottom half of
the inning, the goat became the hero. Kingsale came to the plate with a man on third and
one out against Carlos Marmol, who had three strikeouts in an inning the last time the teams
matched up. Kingsale delivered a clutch single to tie the game, and as the D.R. unraveled
with two errors, Kingsale crossed the plate, completing the improbable.

MEN’S LACROSSE

continued from page 14

mct

looking ahead (MARch 13-14) | men’s and women’s track and field at nationals

Alexandra Dennett/Tufts Daily

Wanted

Wanna Talk?
If you are having a bad day, going
through a break up, stressing out,
or just need someone to listen, we
are here from 7pm to 7am every
day of the week. Just call us at
(617) 627-3888 or AIM tuftsE4P.

	The Tufts track and field teams will be well-represented at the NCAA Championships at RoseHulman in Terre Haute, Ind. this weekend, as both the men’s and women’s squads will send six
competitors to the event.
	The women will be led by the distance medley relay team consisting of sophomores Amy Wilfert
and Stephanie McNamara, senior tri-captain Jackie Ferry and classmate Halsey Stebbins, currently
ranked first in the nation in the event. McNamara, who will also compete in the 5,000-meter run,
is the lone returnee from the DMR team last year that earned the national championship. The
Jumbos will also be looking for strong performances from their standout freshmen Nakeisha Jones
and Dayorsha Collins. Jones has held the best triple jump distance in the country for most of the
year, but Springfield College junior Nikki Hay bested her mark last week at ECACs, relegating Jones
to the No. 2 seed. Collins, on the other hand, will be the No. 10 seed in the high jump.
	The men will also be competing in the DMR, though without the experience of the women. The
foursome of junior quad-captain Nick Welch, classmates Jesse Faller and Scott Brinkman and senior
Phil Rotella will be seeded sixth heading into the meet. Faller and Welch also qualified as the No.
13 and 14 seeds, respectively, in the 5,000-meter run, as they registered times within a hundredth
of a second of each other. Perhaps the men’s best chance for an event champion will be senior
quad-captain James Bradley, who earned the New England title in the high jump three weeks ago.
He will be looking to improve upon his Nationals performance last year, in which he failed to hit
the opening height.

Petillo played the third quarter while
freshman Steven Foglietta stepped in for
the final period.
Molloy led the team with seven points
on three goals and four assists, while
junior defender Eytan Saperstein was
notable for causing four turnovers on the
day. Through its two games this season,
Tufts has shown impressive consistency
on both ends of the field.
“I’m most impressed by our ability to
not have any mental lapses,” Yarboro said.
“But we definitely still have a lot to work
on, and we’re addressing those problems
in practice. A better team would probably
take notice of some of our mistakes.”
Unlike most Tufts students, the Jumbos
will be busy over spring break, playing
three games, starting this Saturday on
Bello Field against Colby — a team they’ve
defeated twice by a combined score of
25-17 over the past two seasons.
“They’ve got a new coach and they’re
coming off a win the other day against
Williams, so we expect them to be tough,”
Groen said. “Every team in the NESCAC
is competitive.”
“[Colby is] a good team,” Yarboro added.
“The minute you start taking teams lightly,
it comes back to haunt you, which is something we’re aware of. Honestly, though, I’m
more concerned about our team and how
well we execute our fundamentals than
our opponent.”

The Tufts Daily
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The Tufts Student Fund

THANK YOU!
Thank you to everyone who contributed to the
2009 Tufts Student Fund.
We are happy to announce the results of our efforts:

1,065

Jumbos who supported the 2009
Tufts Student Fund

20%
$7,606

*

Percentage of the student body who
supported this effort
Total amount raised by students
for ﬁnancial aid
Congratulations!

While we didn’t quite meet our goal of 25% participation,
the alumni donor has decided to contribute $1,000
for each percentage point. That means an additional
$20,000 for the Tufts Student Fund.

This fall, one of our classmates will receive a
scholarship in the amount of:

$27,606.
Thank you for supporting our community!
* Total as of March 11, 2009.

